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1. Introduction 
l 
Encoding schema or systems to rewrite Egyptian hieroglyphs into Roman characters for the sake of 
linguistic investigations have already been devised by Schenkel (1983)， Winand (1987)， and the third 
edition of the Manual (Buurman et ali，1988; 151 ed. 1984). Each system has its own strengths and 
weaknesses. 
The present study proposes a different encoding system: one which starts from a single source file， and 
supplies data， not only in a transliteration indispensable for graphemic studies， but also data， in a 
transcription convenient for grammatical investigations. This paper argues that an automatic 
rewriting system from transliteration into transcription has been devised. The system is principally 
that of transliteration; however， itis not a total system as compared to the system of the Manual. The 
method developed utilized the work of Schenkel together with the拡anual.
To test the usefulness of the system， 1 have chosen as a corpus， the Edwin Smith Papyrus (hereafter 
ESP) ， one of the medical papyri of Ancient Egypt. The text in hieratic characters has been personally 
input to a machine…readable form. The analysis carried out is based on the code letters and numbers 
of Gardiner's sign-list (1957/66， p.438f.). This has been conducted on a personal computer. The 
principal programs arranged and used are presented in Appendix F. 1 have pulled them out of the 
black box to make them easier to be arranged according to the differ官 ltsituations users meet. 1 hope 
that this will contribute to the flexibility of the system. One of the results obtained by the application 
of the system has already been published.1 
2. Various encoding systems 
A few comments will be necessaηto understand the situation under which the present writer needed 
a system other than the systems mentioned above. 
2.1. Winand 
Winand claims that effective linguistic analyses must be based on transcription due to the discrep-
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ancies between writing and phonetic forms of Neo-Egyptian. He criticized the Manual， arguing that 
the graphic encoding system of its 1986 edition was useless for linguistic investigations. This criticism 
was made in spite of the Manual's simple and convenient reproduction and registration of hieroglyphic 
texts (p.XVIII). Chapter 5 of the third edition of the Manual appears to have accommodated such 
criticism without changing the principal system of transliteration. 
Winand uses the 'fichier'-句Tstem，in which every linguistic form occupies a line composed of 80 
positions， subdivided into 6 parts: lemma， form， reference， morpho-syntactic analysis， remarks on 
graphical code， and critical apparatus. This method appears to be extremely powerful， especially in 
the case of syntactic investigations. However， the investigator m口stfil every line destined for each 
token with ful markups according to his code tables， which amount to around 200 parameters. 
Thus， the strength of his system can also be seen as a weakness due to the fact that it makes great 
demands of time and effort for the user. Several decades ago when I first worked on a large computer 
with punch-cards this point made me quite disappointed. Moreover， itseems unnecessary to give 
specific codes of gender/number/person categories for every personal suffixes. They are distin“ 
guished by simply typing j， k， T， f， s etc.， as is usual in printed texts. Certainly some homographic 
forms demand diacritical marks or markup systems to distinguish between them.註owever，with the 
aid of a space between words， even the multi-homographic くれ>can be differentiated with only a few 
special marks. For example (space is indicated by in these cases only): 
genitive marker: ni 
preposition "to": _ n_，一n.f
negative particle: N 
verbal stem formative: .n (with a dot) 
1st person plural suffix: =n (with an equation mark) 
In hieroglyphic texts， the last case is usually explicit due to the accompanying determinative: Z02 or 
Z03. Another case of homographs to be considered concerns to those of different 'parts of speech'. 
For example， both 'sS' "to write" and 'sS'百croll"have the same determinative: {YOl} • Without 
syntactic context nor a diacritical mark， they cannot be discerned. Fortunately in the case of 'sS' " 
to write" and 'sS' "scribeぺtheyare distinguished by the different determinatives: {Y01} for the 
former and {A01} for the latter. Winand has cleared these problems by the gloss given to every 
token. 
2. 2. Schenkel 
Schenkel has theoretically addressed machine-readable transliteration systems of Hieroglyphic 
Egyptian. Due to my intention of studying spelling， my personal favorite system of notation is the one 
grouped into his system G: obligatory consonant skeletons with optional morphemic structure marks 
and optional graphemic representations excluding vowels recovered by Coptic (S.5). 
As Schenkel has noted， even the system G which is tailored to graphemic representation does not 
reflect every detailed reading. Thus， itseems difficult to differentiate in his system， e.g.， 11 variant 
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spellings of 'wbnw' "wound" in the corpus in spite of his complicated system that attempt to make 
explicit the types of phonetic complements. Specifically， this system has no method to indicate 'zm3' 
except as zm3*7:31 or ZM37:31， as Schenkel admits (S.13， his transliterations are arranged a litle due 
to typological reason). In the case of biconsonantal signs， the index numbers for their phonetic 
complements counts 7 according to the types of complementing (S.10-1l). These numbers assigned 
to each graphic type have litle motivation and are hard to memorize. In other words， the markings 
have no dir・ectreflections of graphic signs and are a burden to the user's memory. 
As the pages go on， the encoding marks increase. For example， the notation of inverted hieroglyphic 
signs counts 5: > >iく， > >sく， > >…くく withsequential number， and > >Cく and>>Pくく.Each has the same 
function: inversion. In the system proposed in this paper， al examples of Schenkel are represented 
by the same code， i.e.， the enclosure between the marker <&>: H&3&t {N23} ， [Tn] &m&Tn 
{Y01}， [cnD] &m&cnD.t {N08} (S.20)， [nTr] & [Htp] tp&， [Hr]. {jb} &t&， [Hr]r. {jb} &t& 
(S.29) . 
Schenkel's theoretical and specific survey for possible transcription systems is extremely useful and 
his system is very powerful as is evident from the results. The following considerations， however， 
have driven me to devise another system. 
(1) The limitation of hardware available. Myequipment (referred to in section 3)， deprives me of 
separating a single line into two parts， i.e.， upper and lower parts using upper and lower cases. In 
addition， my personal computer cannot distinguish between capital and small letters with or without 
diacritical marks. 
(2) To make the inputting easier and tolerable. The fewer the typing strokes and the memoriza-
tion of codes， the easier the task of inputting texts becomes. In addition， such texts become more 
readable than texts which are ful of diacritic marks. 
(3) To overcome the shortage of graphemic representation in Schenkel's system. As my present 
concern is that of Egyptian orthography， the new system must consider details of spelling relevant to 
such research. 
2. 3. The Manual 
One of the main concerns of the Manual is to indicate the positions of hieroglyphics while keeping 
with their original layout. As a result， its principal merit is to r・eproduceletter…groups in 'quadrate'. 
The philosophy of the system demands codes in Chapter 2. However， such an advantage has turned 
disadvantage due to the fact that 1 personally am not concerned with layout in 'quadrate' and seeks 
to analyze the spelling variables of hieratic texts written on papyrus. Here the letters are set to 
ambiguous places or they move freely out of their proper order， e.g.: <k> of the 'wdj.xr.k' in column 
5 line 12; <f> of the 'Sdj.n.f' in coL3 1 line 13; {Aa02} of the冗xb'in coL2 1 line 10， etc. 
The encoding system of the Manual， however， gave me many valuable suggestions concerning 
transliteration of hieroglyphic texts， as is evident in the following sections. The simplicity of the 
system (except the codes mentioned above) eliminates the burdens of the input process. Specifically， 
encoding bi…and tri-consonantal characters， not according to their non-mnemonic codes but to their 
phonetic values is the greatest merit of the system， though limited to only the most frequent sign when 
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several signs have the same phonetic value. This is especially true if the system addresses Winand's 
criticism mentioned earlier. 1 have tried to overcome this and have reached the program L2P.SED. 
Moreover， the codes of the Manual which represent linguistically significant information on grammar， 
amount to merely three: word separator， sentence separator， and indicator of grammatical ending. 
They seem sufficient and effective. This has also contributed the system's user…friendliness. 
3. The encoding system proposed 
The method developed and proposed in this paper aims to generate transliteration on the one hand， 
and tr百 lscriptionon the other， from one and the same source file. The transliteration and encoding 
scheme in this system has the principal aim of studying variant spellings in a corpus. Thus， itmust 
consider the graphemic differences among lexical forms which Schenkel's and Winand's systems 
cannot reflect. 
As is clear from the specimen texts i1lustrated in Appendix A， the present markup system owes much 
to the Manual. The differences between the Manual and the writer's system are effected mainly by 
the following considerations: 
(1) to minimize stress and the number of strokes of keying resulting in the input process becoming 
less boring and laborious. 
(2) to retain the readability of hieroglyphic texts when they are converted to a machine-readable 
form. 
(3) to distinguish determinatives from other signs. 
(4) to reduce the system's cost and the amount of user time spent， which determines the selection 
of hardware and software mentioned below (section 3.1) . 
These considerations have led me to save superficial information not indispensable for the present 
analysis. In short， 1 have saved the diacritic marks as much as possible and the results obtained are 
no worse than other systems in terms of graphemic studies. At the same time the text written by the 
system has not lost its flexibility for other researches of， for example， syntactic investigations in the 
future. Re-usability is one of the prerequisites of the database. On the one hand the merits of the 
system lie in its automatic generation of texts in transcription， and quasi-automatic generation of 
texts in transliteration in a narrow sense on the other. This process is discussed in the following 
sectlOns. 
3. 1. Hardware and software 
Tools used in this study are as follows: 
豆ardware:IBM compatible PC. 
抗emory:2MB RA時.
System: MS-DOS ver.3.r.z 
Programs: GREP， SED， SORT， UNIQ.3 
Application: VZ editor ver.1.56.4 
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3. 2. Format and codes 
The present scheme is devised to get the same phonetic shape from a variety of spellings and to get 
information on split spellings (words bridging two lines， inother words， a kind of hyphenation or 
Silbentrennung) . 
(1) The format 
Graphemes are divided into 2 major groups from the synchronic point of view， i.e. phonograms and 
semograms. The former has the subclasses: uniconsonantal， biconsonantal， triconsonantal signs. In 
addition the latter has the subclasses: logograms and determinatives. These distinctions， however， 
sometimes tend to be indeterminable， thus the classification is convenient. See Gardiner (p.440). For 
the terminologies， see Gelb (1962， p.99ff.) and Davies (1987/95， p.30ff.). For similarities and differ. 
ences between the Chinese and/or ]apanese writing systems and the Egyptian writing system， see 
Kono (1994， p.15f.， 31ff.). 
In this study the phonograms are those that have no semantic relation with the word， however， they 
represent (parts of) its phonological shape. Logograms are those that have some semantic relation 
with the word they depict and， inaddition， itis possible for them to represent the entire form with the 
single sign with or without phonetic complements. Determinatives are those that have a semantic 
relation with the word they accompany but do not have a phonological motivation (i.e.， they cannot 
represent any part of the phonological shape). An important distinction lies between the graphemes 
with phonological shape (phonograms and logograms) and those without pholological value (determi. 
natives) in spite of their identity or the difference of the marking devices (see below). 
Phonograms are represented with or without square brackets: [J. 
Uniconsonantal signs are transcribed without square brackets as shown below: 
3，j，j，y，c，w爪b，p，fm，n，r丸H，x，X，zふS，q，k，qふT，d，D
The following points of the present system (before slash) are different from yet corresponding to 
those of the Manual (p.35; after slash): 3/ A， j/i， j/…， c/ a， v /W， [mJ /M，包J/N，…/1.1 have tried to 
both adapt and harmonize with the Manual， however， cannot replace the several marks in my system: 
'a' for a code of variant determinative，γand 'u' for the restoration ofくj，w>，N for D35. 1 do not want 
to use A and W for the phones with a very high frequency， for the sake of reducing user effort as 
discussed in section 3， (1). 
Biconsonantal and triconsonantal signs are enclosed in [J with their phonological values， as is shown 
in FON.LST (see section 4.3 and Appendix C， 1). Graphemes are always encoded according to their 
phonetic value， including homophonous signs. This is the most different aspect of the system from the 
Manual (p.17，2). The present system prepares a table which converts phonograms into Gardiner's 
2 Nakatani，H. and Ejima，Y. (195) Paali Daizookyoo no Deetabeesukaηiyoru Bunkengakuteki Kenkyuu (Constructing 
a Database of Philological Studies of PaIi Texts)， Kobe (in J apanese)， originaIly written for Indologists， contains a 
valuable introduction for MS-DOS users in other areas， incIuding Egyptologists. 
3 Shimura，T.(ed) (190) MS-DOS Software Tools， Basic Set 32， ASCHII， Tokyo. 
4 Hyodo，Y. (c.mos) (190) VZ Editor， ver. 1.56， VilIag巴Cent邑r，Tokyo. 
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codes. This requires the user's manipulation. But it saves the burden to consulting and memorizing 
the code letters and numbers of Gardiner's list when， as usually occurs， the context suggests the value 
of the grapheme (cf. section 5 and Appendix C， 2). Perhaps， Egyptologists will agree that it is easier 
and more convenient to input the phonetic values than the codes of the signs. It is for this reason that 
1 abandoned the possibility of devising a G-to-P rewriting system (for these abbreviations， see section 
3.3) . 
Semograms are both enclosed in braces: { }. 
Logograms are enclosed with their phonological values， as is shown in LOG.LST (see section 4.3 and 
Appendix C， 1). The braces of logorams are indispensable for the rewriting program L2G.SED， for 
the marks are useful as a means to distinguish homographs and serve as a kind of diacritics. For 
example， {D02} for {Hr} "face" and [D02J for [HrJ "on"， {D04} for {jr.t} and [D04] for [jr]， {Q01} 
for {z.t} and [Q01J for [wsJ. See Appendix C， 1.It is for this reason that 1 have used different 
markers in spite of "the impossibility of a hard and fast classification" (Gardiner， 1957/66， p.440). 
Determinatives are also enclosed in { } with their codes in Gardiner's sign-list. A program can spot 
the determinative without braces. However， without such braces it becomes hard for the user to 
immediately detect them (see sample texts below). For this reason， 1 enclosed determinatives with 
braces in spite of their redundancy. Compare the brief extracts from the column 12， lines 01-03 to see 
the readability of texts. 
(a) A text without the braces of the determinative. 
[wnJ nn HcF51.Z02 n bbjjtF5l.f [Hr J r.s HcF51.Z02 pv [wnJ nn [Hr J -[S3J 3" [S3J 3tF51.f [mtJ 
tZ05 {sn} [Xr J r.s [wcJ c-[Hr J r…{wnm} miD41 [HrJ一{j3b}biD41 n狂titF10F5l.fn [S3J 3" [S3] 
3tF51.f {dj}"{dj}. snZ02 {N} {zm3} 3F5l.f [Ss3.w] vY01.Z02 {Hsb} m bb.vyF51F51.fy jr {x3j}. 
k z {zj}-n {Hsb} m bb.vyF51F51.fy [gmJ mm.k bb.vyF51F5l.fy 
(b) A text with the braces of the determinative. 
[wnJnn註c{F51}.{Z02}n bbjjt{F51}.f [狂rJr.sHc{F51}.{Z02} pv [wnJnn [HrJ-[S3J3"[S3J3t{F51}. 
f [mtJt{Z05} {sn} [XrJr.s [wcJc一[HrJr-{wnm}mi{D41} [HrJ-{j3b}bi{D41} n Htit{F10}{F51}.f n 
[S3J3" [S3J 3t{F51}.f {dj}吋dj}.sn{Z02}{N} {zm3}3{F51}.f [Ss3.wJv{YOl}.{Z02} {Hsb} m bb.vy{F51} 
{F51}.fy jr{x3j}.k z{zj}-n {Hsb} m bb.vy{F51}{F51}.fy [gmJmm.k bb.vy{F51}{F51}.fy 
N.B.: Words bridging two lines， i.e.， forms beginning at the line-end and ending at the next line-head， 
must not have spaces at line…end and line…head. This is indispensable for it to be searched by 2LINES. 
BA T. In contrast， words ending just at the end of a line or beginning just at the head of a line must 
have spaces. This is necessary for them not to be caught by that batch command. 
(2) Codes other than graphemes 
The codes of graphemes are those of Gardiner's sign-list. The other markup characters used in the 
corpus are as follows， some of which concerns Chapter 3 of the Manual. 
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line division 
! page division (does not appear in this study) 
再評 scribal insertion (enclosed) 
% % displacement of graphemes (enclosed) 
& & inver討onof graphemes (enclosed) 
( ) scribal emendation or editorial restoration 
in place of {ZOl} for easy keying 
morpheme boundary of compounds 
十 overlapof graphemes (see below) 
[ ] phonogram except uniconsonantal 
{ } semogram including logogram and determinative 
< > lacuna 
/ / scribal or editorial deletion (enclosed) 
? doubtful grapheme (see below) 
N.B.: ( ) has two functlons， one is to represent emendations in the original text by the ancient scribe， 
the other is to represent editorial restorations by the modern analyst. The present study has failed 
to separate them. 
Examples of some marks， mentioned above but rarely found. 
!: See Appendix A， 3.PAREN.ESP 
t非:05:01:存[Tz]z{V01}{D36}.f払 11:04:#Dd.jn.k r.f非
% %: 02:10:txb% nty%{Aa02} 
十:03:03:f十3i{A09 }{ D40}上10:07:{Tz}.v十{Z03}.
/ /:See Appendix A， 2.1. 
?: Except the restorations of column 01， there are five examples of doubtful graphemes in ESP: 04:11: 
vhnn{ Q05?}， 05:02:sn[ [nw]] [nw ]vr{K03?}， [w3]t{N18? }{Z02}， [nb?]， 07:17:<?>vv.f 
3. 3. Process 
After the manual input of L.TXT (see below) by the user， the process and commands used in the 
analysis are as follows: 
(P.TXT)←L.TXT→ (G.TXT) 
↓ 
P.1X1←←←L.REF→叶→ G.1X1
↓↓↓ 
→→→→ PLG.REF←←←← 
PG.REF 
↓よ
PG.C GP.C 
Fig.1. Relationships between files and processes 
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3.3.1 . Contents of files (from left to right， downwards) 
P.TXT: Phonologically transcribed text， output of L.TXT. 
L.TXT: Linguistically encoded text， manually input. 
G.TXT: Graphemically transliterated text， output of L.TXT with manual post-editing. 
P.1X1: P.TXT， output of L.REF without reference. 
L.REF: L.TXT， cut word by word (L.1X1) with reference. 
G.1X1: G.TXT， output of L.REF without reference， with manual post-editing. 
PLG.REF: Unified text of P.1X1， L.REF and G.1Xl. 
PG.REF: PLG.REF without L.1X1 
PG.C: PG.REF， sorted in the order of phonetic shape， with counting. 
GP.C: PG.REF， sorted in the order of graphemic code， with counting. 
N.B.l: Use a macro program on VZ editor (&60者&61非W&63) to unify files. 
N.B.2: Specimen files are presented in Appendix A. 
3.3.2. Commands and their explanations in the order of appliance 
(1) grep -n . L.TXT I sed -gf toOl.sed I sed -gf ast.sed I sed -gf ref.sed I grep -v vf.scr > L.REF 
-n .:to get line numbers. 
toOl.sed: to rewrite the numbers from 1 to 9 into 01 to 09 for sorting. 
ast.sed: to mark restorations with asterisk. 
ref.sed: to get reference word by word. 
vf.scr: to exclude split spellings ([!J) and restorations ([つ). 
N.B.3: Use 2LINES.BAT to get split spellings only (see Appendix Aム:L.2LN). 
N .B.4: Arrange AST.SED when include editorial restorations (see section 3.2. (2) ，N .B.) in L.REF. In 
this study doubtful forms are al excluded from L.REF， consequently， from al the remaining files. 
Such doubtful cases can be searched in L.TXT by grep. 
(2) sed Sr. *:/ / g L.REF I sed -gf 12p.sed I sed s/$ /￥t/g > P.lX1 
sr. *:/ / g:to get rid of refer官 lceand make L.REF slim 
12p.sed: to rewrite L into P automatically. See section 4.2. 
s/$/￥t/g: to separate between P and L with a tag. 
(3) sed s7. *:/  g L.REF I sed -gf 12g.sed I sed s7/￥t/g> G.1X1 
sr.*:/ /g: to get rid of reference and make L.REF slim. 
12g.sed: to rewrite L into G almost automatically. See section 4.3. 
sr/￥t/g: to separate between L and G with a tag. 
(4) sed -e s/:グ:/:/g-e s7￥t. *$/ /g PLG.REF > PG.REF 
sed s/￥t.*:/￥:時t/gPG.REF I sort I uniq -c > PG.C 
sed s/￥t.*:/￥t杭/gPG.REF I sort + 1 I uniq -c > GP.C 
The 1st line gets rid of L.1X1 from PLG.REF. 
The last 2 lines arrange forms in alphabetical order with counting， and can be rewritten as 
follows because they contain the same procedure. 
sed s/￥t.*:/￥t￥t/g PG.REF > PG.lX1 
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sort PG.1X1 I uniq -c > PG.C 
sort十1PG.1X11 ur向…c>GP.C 
The process above is conducted by PLG.BA T. See Appendix F， A.5. 
4. Application 
The next sections are devoted to illustrate the applicability of the system to one area of Egyptian 
linguistics --that of orthography… and discuss the problems of the system. Section 4.1 introduces the 
corpus. Section 4.2 discusses the details of L2P.SED which is a basic program to get phonological 
texts， that is， transcription. Section 4.3 discusses the details of L2G.SED which is essential to get 
graphemic texts， that is in a narrower sense， transliteration. 
4. 1. The corpus 
The text used here as a sampling corpus is based on the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus of Breasted' 
s edition， transliterated into hieroglyphic from hieratic， translated into English with ful explanations， 
commentaries， and indexes. This is a unique papyrus among the medical papyri which the Ancient 
Egyptians produced. The text is composed of 3 parts and 22 columns. The present paper treats the 
first part (the recto)， which contains 17 columns， 377 lines， about 72KB. 
Apart from the second and third parts of the verso， the recto contains 48 surgical cases arranged from 
head through neck and breast to abdomen (probably to heel) ， from surface wounds to more severe or 
grave cases. Each case is structured to contain 5 subdivisions in the set order: title， examination， 
diagnosis， and treatment. Moreover， most cases have ancient notes， surgical and/or semantic， called 
by Breasted as glosses. The details are given in Breasted (1929，p.33ff.). 
The reason why the last two parts of the verso are excluded from the corpus is that these parts have 
different spelling conventions from the Surgical treatise of the recto. In other words， their orthog-
raphies possibly differ on the following points. 
(1) The recto doubled phonograms represent either the dual morpheme [wj]， or a repetition of the 
same sounds， both conventions are not found in the verso， where repeated phonograms represent [j]. 
Such a convention is never found in the recto. (Examples below are arranged， from left to right， with 
phonological shape， reference :transliteration in the system /transliteration in narrower sense.) 
a. [wj]: 
sSm.wj05:11: [sSm] [sSm].vy / [T32] [T32]vy (also 05:12，19) 
N.B.: The repetition of the same logograms and the same determinatives for the dual morpheme 'wj' 
is abundant in the recto. In the verso there are 5 examples of repetition for the dual， one is of 
logograms (22:11) and 4 of determinatives (18:03，10;21:01，02). 
b. Repetition of the same sound: 
ngg02:22:n[g]" [g]{Z09} /n[V06] [V06]{Z09} (also 04:11) 
D3D3.f04:13:[D3]" [D3] {D01}.f![U29] [U29]{D01}f (also 04:20，11:16) 
c. [j]: 
swj 18:13:{swj}[v] [v]{D54}{Z02}/{Z09}vv{D54}{Z02} (also 18:19) 
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Swj 21:11:[Sw][vJ[v]{N05}/[狂06]vv{N05}(also 21:18，22:01) 
spj 21:12:z[p] [p] [zp]i{Y01}/zpp[050] {Y01} 
N.B.: von Deines et al. (1962) treats the last form as a noun 'spp' of the root 's凶¥
(2) Every part has its specific convention (s) of spelling. 
a. The spelling {bnwt} [nw]t for 'bnwt' is a specific type of the first section. 
b. The grapheme D35 for the preposition 'n' is found only in the second section (18:2，3，9，16;19:3ム5，7，18). 
c. The following types of spelling are limited to the third section. 
Hsmn 20:13:五s[mn]n[zmn]{D26}{Z02}(also 21:4，7) 
smn 21:15:s[mn]n[zmn]{D36}=xr.tv (also 22:2) 
(3) 'gs' is written as {Aa13} in the first section (8x， excluding correction) and in the third section 
(2x)， but is written as [Aa13]z{A24} only in the third section (4x). 
4. 2. L2P .SED 
One of the most remarkable characteristics of Egyptian orthography is the mostly partial or some-
times ful repetitions of the entire phonological shape of a word. For example， 'wbnw' is written くV
[wbn] [nw] v{D26} >， in which phonological unitsくw>，くn>，and <w> are al repeated twice. See other 
examples such as， 'Xnw' <[Xn]n[nw]v>， 'jnm' <j[jn]n[nm]m>， and even 'm3c'く[m3c]c[m3c]>， ' 
nDm'くnD[nDm]m>，'wb3'く[wb3] b [b3] 3> . See further in Appendices A and B. 
Another characteristic is that the same phonological word can be written in several ways. For 
example， 'jnrj' has 4 spellings: j [j]nrjj{Z05}{A24}， j [j]nrjj{Z05 }{A02}， j[j]nr{Z05 }j， j[jJnr[nr]; 'mrHt' 
has 7 spellings: [mr] r五.t{W22}，[mr]r託.t{W22}{Z03}，[mr]rH.t{W24日Z02}，[mr]rH.t{W24}{Z03}， 
{mr五.t}t{Z02}，{mrH.t}{Z03}， {mrH.t}t{N333}; and 'wbnw' has even 1 spellings: [wbn] [nw]v{D26}， 
[wbnJ[nw ]v{D26}{Z02}， [wbn][nw ]v{F51}， [wbn] [nw]v{F51}{Z02}， [wbn][nw] {D26}， [wbn] [nw] 
{F51}， [wbn]， [wbn]{F51}， v[wbn] [nw]v{D26}， vbn[nw]v{D26}， vbn[nw]v{F51} (See Appendices B 
and E). Though it is true that the majority of the words have fixed spellings， the variable spellings 
with or without phonetic complements and determinatives are usual and prevailing in the corpus. 
L2P.SED must take into consideration these two facets of Egyptian spellings in order to convert 
transliterated texts into transcribed texts. This is indispensable for linguistic inquiries， especially in 
the case of lexicographical and/or graphemic studies. Here it is necessary to iron out the variable 
spellings of the same lexical word when sorting or unifying under the same lexical entries. 
The following are the explanations of the sed script L2P.SED， line by line. Restricted examples are 
cited only for the illustration. For further examples， see Appendices A and B. 
The first 6 lines of the script treats principally editorial characters. 
(1) s/￥x2町下x20]*￥x2F / / deletes texts between slashes: jrj.j 12:04: [jr ]j/v.ny/.j{AOl}， jrj.n.f 13:06: 
[jr] i.n.f/ sn{Z02} / 
(2) s/[! ()者十一]// deletes the markup characters: Ts.f 05:01:虻Tz]z{V01 }{D36}.f存，Dd.jn.k 11:04:# Dd. 
jn.k， r.f 11:04:r.f #， txb 02:10:txb% {Aa02}， ntj 02:10:nty%， f3j.f 03:03:f+ 3i {A09 }{D40}.f， Ts.w 10:07: 
{Tz}.v十{Z03}. For! and -， see section 3.2. In this study examples of the collation marks (with 
parentheses) are already deleted by ast.sed. See PAREN.ESP in Appendix A. 
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(3) s/jj/y/ rewrites graphic j to phonological j: xprj.t 01:09:[xpr]rjj.t{Z02}， jnrj 02:04:jO]nrjj{ZOS} 
{A24}， ng3j 02:23:ng3jj， rjt 03:01:rjjt{Aa02}{N333} 
(4) y/'iuvyz/3jwwjs/ rewrites editorial restorations ('口3，i=j， u=w)， variants of phonograms (v= 
w， yニコj)and phonological change (z>s). Compare (and be careful not to confuse quotation marks 
with the editorial mark '): 'p3q.t' 04:19:p[p3]3q.t{N33} and 05:01:p'q.t{N33}， 'q3b' 16:03:q3b{W15} 
{N35a}{Z03} and 16:06:q'b.v{W15}{N35a}， 'D3rt' 14:07:[D3]3rt{N33}{N333} and 16:10:[D3]'rt{N33} 
{Z02}; 'msDr.wj巧， 08:13:{msDr}{msDr}.fy and 08:15:{msDr}{msDr}.fi， 'qcHぷTj.fj'11:03:qcH {D41} 
{D41}.fy and 11:18:qcH{D41}{D41}.fi; 'wbnw' 09:20: [wbn] [nw]v{FS1} and 09:21:[wbn]u{F51}， 'nSw' 
13:19:nSu{D26} and 14:16:nSv{D26}. 
(5) s/￥ ([~x20] 呼)&￥([￥x20] 呼)&/担割/ exchanges graphemes: dj_r_t3 02:01:di_r&{D36}&_{t3} 
…{N23}， m3お3.k0侃8:江12止:[m3幻]&{D04}&3お3九 n町1汀r
(何6) s/￥(.￥)&￥(.￥)/￥2~￥芸1/ reflects metathesis: D3b 06:沿01:[Db&3む]b制{Y01υ}，q3m 1訪5:江13訟:q[m&3幻]3m
{T14} {G41}{Y01}. 
The next 4 lines (7-10) of commands concern definition which is one of the greatest characteristics 
of sed script. The user can give his or her definitions to groups of characters. 
(7) # e declares the beginning of definitions. 
(8) # def c 3jcwbpfmnrhHxXzsSqkgtTdD￥x2E is the definition of consonants as the letter ピ.It also 
includes the morpheme boundary (.). 
(9) 者defb￥x5B￥x7B is the abbreviation of [ or {. 
(10) 者defd￥x5D￥x7D is the abbreviation of ] or }. 
The following 4 lines (11-14) treats several expressions of the plural and dual. 
(1) s/モ{ZO[23]a*}/.w/gives the phonological shape to the plural graphemes {Z02} or {Z03} which 
have variants {Z02a} or {Z03a}. 
(12) sl￥. {..3}ν/ 
the above. In that case， the codes {N333} and {Z013} could be variants of {Z02}， for example， {Z02b} 
and {Z02c}. 廷oweverthis entails the rewriting of the text. 
(13) s/￥(@bT￥x20]ネ@d琴)￥1￥1/￥l.w/gives the phonological shape to triple graphemes for the 
pluraL 
(14) s/￥(@bT￥x20]ネ@d￥)￥l￥(T￥x2E:;;:x20]呼)/￥1￥2.wj/gives the phonological shape to double 
graphemes for the dual. 
The next 5 lines (15-19) are the crucial commands of the script， which reflect the characteristics of 
the Egyptian writing system referred above. Introduction of a new definition (15) invalid試合sthe old 
definitions of b and d (9 and 10). 
(15) 者defb ￥x5B￥x5D~x7B￥x7D 
(16) s/￥(@c@c*￥) @b~l/￥1/ 
。カ s/￥(@c@c*￥)@b￥1/￥1/
(18) s/￥(@c￥)@b@b￥1/￥1/ 
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(19) sl￥(@c*￥)￥(t￥x20]*￥)@b@b￥l@b￥21￥'1￥21 
These 5 lines are an abbreviated edition of the following 9 lines (nos.15'-23') which are derived from 
exhaustive and taxonomical classification of al the cases found in the corpus. The lines of the script 
must be arranged in this empirical or・der，though some minor variations are possible. For example， 
one can change lines 16' and 17'， 18' and 19'， and 20' and 21'. Different orders will output unexpected 
and ungrammatical forms. Confirm the fact with forms likeく[mn]nx [mnx] > 'mnx' or < [ wb3] b [b3] 
3> 'wb3'. In the following explanations PC means phonetic complement (s). 
(15') sl￥[￥(t￥x20]*￥)￥x5D担/￥11deals with successive homographs: nw 02:01:n[ [nw]] [nw]v. 
(16') sl￥(@c￥)@b￥11￥11 deals with 1 preceding PC: s3t 12:04:s[s3]3t{G37}， wbnw 12:15:vbn[nw] 
v{D26}. 
(17') sl￥(@c￥)@d￥11￥11 deals with 1 following PC: the same examples as above. 
(18') sl￥(@c￥)￥(@c￥)@b￥1￥21￥1￥21 deals with 2 preceding PC: jnrw 13:14:j[j]nr[nr]v， stw 15: 
05:st [st]v{D53}. 
(19') sl￥(@c￥)￥(@c￥)@d￥l￥21苓l￥21deals with 2 following PC: nfrj.t 05:21: [nfr]frjj.t{Y01}， 
including a ful repetition by PC: m_xt 10:11:mJxt]xt{D54}， nxt 10:14:n[xt]xt{A24}， mr 10:17:[mr]mr 
{G37}. 
(20') sl￥(@c￥)￥(@c￥)￥(@c￥)@b￥l￥2￥31￥1o¥f2￥31 deals with 3 preceding PC: jdr 06:09:jdr[jdrJ， 
xtm.n 09:03:xtm [xtm] .n. 
(21') sl￥(@c￥)￥(@c￥)￥(@c￥)@d￥1手2￥31￥l￥2￥31deals with 3 following PC: no example in 
ESP， so it can be deleted. 
(2') sl￥(@c￥)@d@b￥11￥11 deals with a repetition of one and the same letter neighboring across 
brackets and/or braces: swnw 04:21: [swn] [nw]v{A01}， wbnw 17:07: [wbn] [nw]v{D26}. 
(23') sl￥(@c呼)￥(t￥x20]*￥)@d@b￥l@d￥21￥1￥21 deals with {bnwt} [nw]t: bnwtl3:05/06: 
{bnwt}[nw] (13:6) t{Z02}. 
The next 3 lines (20-22) delete various interpretative marks. 
側 sl"1 1 deletes the phonological interpretation mark ("). 
似) sl [A-Z] a* [0-9] [0-9]a*ゲ11deletes codes of determinatives. 
(22) sl [￥x5B￥x5D{} ] 1deletes remaining brackets of phonograms and braces of logograms and 
determinatives. 
The remaining 5 lines delete repeated endings of the dual and plural， generated by the application of 
the preceding lines. The validity of these commands are tested and verified by the various forms in 
Faulkner (1929). 
(23) sl￥(￥.wj*￥)￥1*1￥11 concerns the dual and plural masculine. 
(24) sl￥.[wt]j*￥. [wt]j/.tjl concerns the dual feminine. 
(25) sl￥.[wt]j￥.tj* I.tjl also concerns the dual feminine. 
(26) sl￥.w率t￥.wt*I.wtl concerns the plural feminine. 
間 sl￥.wt*￥.w*t/.wtlalso concerns the plural feminine. 
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With these 27 commands L.TXT istranscribed into P.TXT automatically， inother words， without the 
intervention of the user. 
4.3. L2G.SED 
Up to now， 1 have not devised an automatic procedure to get the SED script which rewrites L into G. 
The forms which are testified once in a corpus (hapax legomena) can do that. As for forms testified 
more than once in a text， users must confirm and determine codes of every form in L basing on each 
context. Owing to this process the present system is a machine-aided manual process. See Leech 
(1992， p.133). 
However， the process is not as hard as one might imagine. Firstly， most of the lexical items select 
restricted numbers of phonograms and/or semograms in spite of their seemingly free combinations. 
Secondly， even with the cumbersome homographs the selection among them is limited. Thus， between 
U07 and U23， the latter is always accompanied by uniconsonantal phonograms， m and r (see section 
5). As a result， after the application of 204 lines of L2G.SED there remain only 7 lines to be input 
manually by the user. 
Though it is true that the user must prepare such a rewriting program by sorting al the lines of a 
corpus， itwill be easier to search and confirm the same grammatical words in the file with reference 
(L.REF) than to input the codes following al columns of a corpus， line by line， word by word， and 
grapheme by grapheme. In addition， preparing L isnot such a mechanical process that one must input 
only by consulting Gardiner's list. To confirm the readings of the signs in context is， inpractice， to
prepare part of phonological-graphemic corresponding list， inother words， G-to-P rewriting table. 
The process taken principally in this study is as follows. For further information on the files 
mentioned below， see Appendix A， and for the commands， Appendix F. 
How to get L2G.SED: 
(1) Make lists of logograms and phonograms 
A. Phonogram 
sed s/￥(￥ct￥x5d￥x5b]匂x5d￥)/￥n￥1￥n/g L.TXT I grep￥[ I sort I uniq>FON.LST 
The first half line of the command cuts off and collects al phonograms except uniconsonantals. 
Appendix C， 1.is a version of the output. 
B. Logogram 
sed s/￥( { [勺{]勺￥)/￥n￥l￥n/gL.TXT I grep { I grep -v {[A-Z]ピ[0-9][0-9]aワキ}I sort I uniq > 
LOG.LST 
The first grep command sorts out the semograms cut off by the sed command. The second grep 
command sifts off the determinatives from the semograms. Appendix C， 2 isa version of the output. 
The separation of the two groups is in this order so as to focus on smaller files rather than big files 
for the sake of the capacity of the CPU. For another reason， see sections 3.2 and 5. At the same time， 
forms in LOG.LST and FON.LST have been searched in L.2LN. As a result， {s3H} (=D61) is the 
unique form not found in both LSTs. 
(2) Get al the references of each form in both the LSTs. 
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FONIミEF.BAT outputs al the refer官 lcesof the forms matched with FON.LST. 
LOGREF.BAT outputs al the references of the forms matched with LOG.LST. 
Both of these batch files are versions of the two LSTs output by (1). In this study the forms of the 
LSTs are searched in the PL.REF， that is， L.REF combined with P.1X1 with a macro program (see 
section 3.3.，N.B.1). 
(3) User must confirm every reference and get the codes， from which one can get the SED scripts 
(LOG.L2G， FON.L2G). This means that the process needs the intervention of an analyzer. Here is 
one frontier that could be cultivated in the future for the sake of greater automatization. 
(4) Unify LOG.L2G and FON.L2G into one file: L2G.SED. 
The process above is conducted by MKL2G.BA T. See Appendix F， A.6. 
5. Conclusion 
The method 1 have presented here is to start with L (inguistically encoded text) ， then proceed to P 
(honologically transcribed text) ， and finally get G (raphemically represented text). All the texts， lists 
and tables in this system depart from L， which is basic， crucial and is input manually by the user. P 
and G are both produced from L by programs， the former automatically and the latter for the most 
part automatically. 
The conversion program from L to P (L2P.SED) can probably be applied with a few adaptations to 
any corpus. In other words， the L-to-P rewriting table forms an almost closed list. Though having 
a few exceptional cases (see specifically section 4.1)， it is conceded that the L-to-P program has a 
general applicability to corpora， as is displayed when it is applied to another text (see Appendix A， 
specimen 1). The form of universality which L2P.SED possesses is based on the fact that the 
rewriting script is composed of commands related to the characteristics of Egyptian hieroglyphic 
orthography or spelling conventions which represent the phonological skeleton of words partly twice 
or three times with several devices. 
Contrary to this， the program which convert a text from L to G (L2G.SED) may be corpus specific， 
for the conversion script includes many correspondences which are not found in Gardiner's list. This 
means that the user must confirm every line of the rewriting commands by referring to their context. 
The reason why the rewriting program from L to G cannot obtain a general applicability lies in the 
fact that different signs have the same phonetic shape， and in turn， one grapheme has different values 
according to the context. In other words， there is no one-to-one correspondence between the phonetic 
value and the grapheme. Thus， without context one cannot determine or choose the proper sign nor 
proper phonological shape. This reminds us of modern ]apanese orthography. Interestinglyenough， 
several homographs， that is， graphemes with many values are in almost every case distinguished by 
their context. For example， four values of F21 are determined by the context wi社lOUthesitation: [jdr] 
in 05:06 by the phonetic complements j， d， and r; [sDm] in 08:07 by the phonetic complement m; [DrD] 
in 14:03 by the fact that it has no phonetic complement; and {msDr} in 06:05 by the determinative 
{ZOl}. Compare the lists of Appendix C， 1 with C， 2.Probablya lexicon with ful graphemic context 
can overcome the problem of the selection and determine the values of the specific signs automati-
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cally. This probability is also shown in Appendix C， 2 
Here are some specific observations to note concerning L2G.SED. 
The part of phonograms in L2G.SED (FON.L2G) contain no special correspondence of grapheme and 
value which are not found in Gardiner's sign list. This means that the script received from the analysis 
of ESP can be re-used to rewrite other corpora. The script of FON .L2G is composed of 129 lines， in
which only three cases needs the analyst's manipulation. s/￥[Ss3.w]/[F06，F05]/， s/￥[w3D]/[M14， 
M13]/ are not homophonic， but minor graphic variants. Interestingly M14， a variant of the latter， is
used through column 07， and from column 09 on it changes with the other variant， M13. As for s/ 
￥[cd]/[S24，V27]/， S24 is a hapax legomenon. As S24 and V27 have similar appearance in hieratic， 
they seem to be concerned with gr・aphicconfusion. The remaining 126 lines rewrites L automatically 
into G due to their context. Of the thr・eehomographic cases， [nw] of U19 is always accompanied by 
W24， but in this analysis it is differentiated by double square brackets for the sake of convenience. 
In case of [mr]， U23 is always complemented by uniconsonantals (m，r) and， except for one case， 
accompanied by the determinative {G37ト [w3]of N31 is always followed by [N26] (ニ[Dw]).
The part of logograms in L2G.SED (LOG.L2G) contains many logograms not found in Gardiner's sign 
list. This means that this script is ESP specific. Logograms not found in Gardiner's list are listed in 
Appendix C，3. The script LOG.L2G is composed of 73 lines， ofwhich fou1' lines must be dete1'mined 
by the analyst's hand referring to the context: s/{bjt}/{L02，G41}/; s/{dj}/{D36，D37}/; s/{jr.t}/{D04， 
D12} /; s/ {srwx} / {D36，D40，D42} /. Among them， {jr.t} has only one 1'efe1'ence of a va1'iant D12 (07:19). 
The remaining 69 commands rewrite L into G without use1"s intervention. Among the homographs， 
{Hr}s are diffe1'entiated with 01' without {G07}， and {Tz}s a1'e with or without -， as is seen in L2G. 
SED. 
Considering the nea1'ly automatic characte1' of these rewriting parts， the intervention of the user to get 
G f1'om L is not such a formidable task. In addition， the inductive natu1'e of FON.L2G will 1'elease the 
use1' from the troubles of manual inte1'ventions as the analyses go on and develop accumulating with 
other corpora. This cyclic development will make the system a powerful tool to prepa1'e a dictionary 
ful of graphemic information. Such a dictionary can 1'ewrite transliterated text into transc1'ibed text 
without the user's intervention， i.e.， G to P di1'ectly. Such a machine-1'eadable Egyptian dictiona1'Y is
not now at our disposal. 1 hope the present system may be of some use in this inte1'mediate pe1'iod 
when we lack an OCR fo1' Egyptian hie1'oglyphs. 
The problems to be solved with this system are: 
(1) to develop the t1'eatment of possible orthog1'aphies other than the orthography analyzed here. 
(2) to make the involved processes more automated and routine， especially that of obtaining L2G. 
SED sc1'ipt 
(3) to promote and test the possibility of a G…to…P rewriting system， which 1 have not concentrated 
on this paper for the sake of easier manual input. Such a system will become closer to that of the 
Manual. 
Last but not least， 
(4) to research the adaptability of this system for other types of linguistic analyses， especially 
syntactic ones which Winand has admirably conducted. 
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Appendix A. Specimen files 
1. Shipwrecked Sailor (cf. Schenke1， S.30， Chap.ll， Examp1e 1: Transcription of Shipwrecked Sailor， 
1.1-11. For the text， see de Buck， p.100ff.). 
1.1. Transliteration (input manually by the user) 
Dd.jn [Sms]w{A01} jqr{Y01} 
w[D3]3{Y01} {jbト.k{{H3t}i c}{A01} 
[m].k {pH}{D54}.n.n{Z02} [XnJn[nw]w{OOl} 
[Szp]p{D36} xrp.v{M03} 
日{Hwj}{A24}[mn]njt{Pll}{M03} 
[H3t]tt{V01} r{dj}.t [Hr]一{t3}{N23}-
r{dj} Hkn[nw]v{AOl} 
{[nTr]&[dw3]3 &}{A30}{A02} 
z{zjト[nb][Hr]-: Hpt{D32}{D36} [sn]n[nw]w{A01}{ZOla}.f 
[jz]wt{A01}{Z02} .tn{Z02} {j"j }j.t{D54} [cd]dt{Y01} 
Nn nhw{G37} ni {mSc}A01.{Z02}.n{Z02} 
{pH}{D54} .n.n{Z02} {pH}.wy [w3] " [w3]t{N25} 
zn[sn]{D54}.n.n{Z02} zn[mt]t{N25} 
[m].k r.f n{Z02} {j"j}j{D54}.n{Z02} m [Htp]tp{Y01} 
{t3}{N23}ー.n{Z02}{p狂}{D54}.n{Z02}[sw]v 
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1.2. Transcription (convereted automatically by L2P.SED) 
Dd.jn Smsw jqr 
wD3 jb.k H3tj c 
m.k pH.n.n Xnw 
Ssp xrp.w 
Hwj mnjt 
H3tt rdj土Hrt3 
rdj Hknw 
dw3 nTr 
sj nb Hr Hpt snw.f 
jswt.tn j.t cdt 
Nn討lWn吋jmSc 
pH.n.n pf狂f王.wjw3w3沢t 
t sn.n.n sn立1式
m.k r.f n j.n m Htp 
t3.n pH.n sw 
2. Edwin Smith Papyrus， Column 12， 1.1-10 
2.1. Transliteration (Linguistically encoded representation， input manually) 
[wnJnn註c{F51}.{Z02}n bbjjt{F51}.f [HrJr.s Hc{F51}.{Z02} pv [wnJnn [HrJ一[S3J3" [S3J 3t{F51}. 
f [mtJt{Z05} {sn} [XrJr.s [wc]c-
[狂rJr-{wnm}mi{D41} [HrJ一{j3b}bi{D41}n Htit{F10}{F51}.f n [S3J3吋S3J3t{F51}.f {dj}" {dj} .sn 
{Z02} {N} {zm3}3{F51}.f 
TTL [Ss3.w]v{Y01}.{Z02} {Hsb} m bb.vy{F51}{F51}.fy EXM jr {x3j}.k z{zj}-n {Hsb} m bb.vy 
{F51}{F51}.fy [gm]mm.k bb.vy{F51}{F51}.fy 
Hvc{G37} s[s3]3t{G37} r {sn}.[nw].f DGN Dd.jn.k r.f [Xr]ry {Hsbトmbb.vy{F51}{F51}.fy [mr] 
mr{G37} /{N}/ [jr]j/v.ny/，j{A01} TRT vdi{Z09} 
.jn.k [sw]v sTzv{A15a}{D40} ixt{Y01}{Z02} q3b [jm]mi.tv /w(/m)Scq.ti{Z05}.fy zS{Z09}{D54}. 
xr.k m qcH 
{D41}{D41}.fy r d[wn]n{Y01} bb.vy{F51}{F51}.fy r xr{A15} {Hsb}-pf m {z.t}t{OOl}.f [jr].jn.k n. 
f zS.vy{V01}{V01} 
n{Hbs}{Z02} vdi{Z09}.jn.k [wc]c-s(n)y m [Xn]n[nw]v{OOl} g3b{D41}.f kj m [Xr]ry g'b{D41}.f 
{wt}t.xr.k [sw]v [Hr]-j[mr]rv{039}{Z02} srvx{Y01}.k [sw]v mよxt]xt{D54}{bjt}t{Z05}{W24} 
{Z02} {rc}ー [nb]r [nDm]m{Y01}.f TTL [Ss3.w]v{Y01}.{Z02} 
{Hsb}一mg'b{D41}.f EXM jr{x3j}.k z{zj}-n {Hsb}一mg'b{D41}.f [gm]mm.k g'b{D41}.f dH{G37} 
r.f 
s[s3]3[tj]j{G37} r {sn}.[nw].f DGN Dd.jn.k r.f [Xr]ry {Hsb} m g'b{D41}.f [mr]mr{G37} [jr・]j.j
{A01} TRT vdi{Z09}.jn.k [sw]v 
2.2. Transcription (Phonological representation， output of L2P.SED) 
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wnn註c.wn bbjt.f Hr.s Hc.w pw wnn Hr S3S3t.f mt sn Xr.s wc 
託rwnmj Hr j3bj n Htjt.f n S3S3t.f djdj.sn N s3m.f 
TTL Ss3.w Hs由bm bb.wj.f巧jEXM jr x3勾j.ks.吋jn Hs由bm bb 
Hwc s3批tr sn.nw.f DGN Ddι.j知n.k王r.f XrりjHsb m bb.wj.巧可 mr jrりj.υTRT wdj  
.jn.k sw sTsw jxt q3b jmj.tw mScq心.fjsS.xr.k m qcH 
.wj.fj r dwn bb.wj巧rxr Hsぬbp凶fm S.t仁.fj片r.吋.jぷ知n.kn.f sS 
n Hbs wd匂j.j主n.k王wcsn吋jm Xnw g3b.f k尚jm Xr寸jg3b.f 
wt.xr.k sw Hr jmrw srwx.k sw m xt bjt rc nb r nDm.f TTL Ss3.w 
Hsb m g3b.f EXM jr x3j.k sj n Hsb m g3b.f gmm.k g3b.f dH r.f 
s3tj r sn.nw.f DGN Dd.jn.k r.f Xrj Hsb m g3b.f mr jrj.j TRT wdj.jn.k sw 
2.3. Transliteration (Graphemic representation， output of L2G.SED with manual intervension) 
[E34]nn Hc{F51}{Z02} n bbjjt{F51}f [D02]rs Hc{F51}{Z02} pv [E34]nn [D02]ー [M08]3 [M08] 3t 
{F51}f [D52]t{Z05} {Z012} [T28]rs [T21]c-
[D02]r…{R14}m{D41} [D02]…{R15}b{D41} n Htt{F10}{F51}f n [抗08]3[M08]3t{F51}f{D37}{D37} 
sn{Z02} {D35} [F36]m{F51}f 
TTL [F05]v{Y01}{Z02} {Aa02} m bbvy{F51}{F51}fy EXM jr {D40}k z{A01}…n {Aa02} m bbvy 
{F51}{F51}fy [G28]mmk bbvy{F51}{F51}fy 
Hvc{G37} s[Aa18]3t{G37} r {Z012}[W24]f DGN Ddjnk rf [T28]ry {Aa02}-m bbvy{F51}{F51}fy 
[U23]mr{G37} /{D35}/ [D04]j/vny/j{A01} TRT vd{Z09} 
jnk [M23]v sTzv{A15a}{D40} xt{Y01}{Z02} q3b [Zll]mtv wScqt{Z05}fy zS{Z09}{D54}xrk m qcH 
{D41}{D41}fy r d[E34]n{YOl} bbvy{F51}{F51}fy r xr{A15} {Aa02}-pf m {Q01}t{OOl}f [D04]jnk 
nf zSvy{V01}{V01} 
n {S28}{Z02} vd{Z09}jnk [T21]c-sy m [F26]n[W24]v{OOl} g3b{D41}f kj m [T28]ry gb{D41}f 
{Aa02}txrk [M23]v [D02ト j[U07]rv{039}{Z02}srvx{Y01}k [M23]v m[M03]xt{D54} {L02}t 
{Z05}{W24}{Z02} {N05}一[V30]r [M29]m{Y01}f TTL [F05]v{Y01}{Z02} 
{Aa02}一mgb{D41}f EXM jr{D40}k z{A01}-n {Aa02}-m gb{D41}f [G28]mmk gb{D41}f dH {G37} 
rf 
s[Aa18]3[U33]j{G37} r {Z012}[W24]f DGN Ddjnk rf [T28]ry {Aa02} m gb{D41}f [U23]mr{G37} 
[D04]jj{A01} TRT vd{Z09}jnk [M23]v 
2.4. Unified Phonological-Linguistic-Graphemic representations with REFerence separated word by 
word (PLG.REF) 
wnn 12:01 [wn]nn [E34]nn 
Hc.w 12:01 Hc{F51}.{Z02} Hc{F51}{Z02} 
n 12:01 nn 
b同t.f 12:01 bbjjt{F51}.f bbjjt{ F51}f 
Hr.s 12:01 [五r]r.s[D02]rs 
託c.w 12:01 Hc{F51}.{Z02} Hc{F51}{Z02} 
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pw 12:01 pv pv 
羽rnn 12:01 [wnJnn [E34Jnn 
Hr 12:01 [HrJ- [D02J一
S3S3t.f 12:01 [S3J3" [S3J3t{F51}.f [~08J3[~08J3t{F51}f 
mt 12:01 [mtJt{Z05} [D52Jt{Z05} 
sn 12:01 {sn} {Z012} 
Xr.s 12:01 [XrJr.s [T28Jrs 
wc 12:01 [wcJc- [T21Jc-
12:01 
五r 12:02 [HrJr [D02Jr-
wnmJ 12:02 {wnm}mi{D41} {R14}m{D41} 
Hr 12:02 〔日rJー [D02J 
j3bj 12:02 {j3b}bi{D41} {R15}b{D41} 
n 12:02 n n 
Htjt.f 12:02 Htit{F10}{F51}.f Htt{F10}{F51}f 
n 12:02 n n 
S3S3t.f 12:02 [S3J3" [S3J3t{F51}.f [~08J3[~08J3t{F51 }f 
djdj.sn 12:02 {dj}" {dj} .sn{Z02} {D37}{D37}sn{Z02} 
N 12:02 {N} {D35} 
sm3.f 12:02 {zm3 }3{F51} .f:{F36}3{F51}f 
12:02 
Ss3.w 12:03 [Ss3.w Jv{Y01}.{Z02} [F05Jv{Y01}{Z02} 
Hsb 12:03 {Hsb} {Aa02} 
m 12:03 立1 町1
bb 12:03 bb.vy{ F51} {F51} .fybbvy{F51} {F51 }fy 
12:03 Jr 3τ 
x3j.k 12:03 {x3j} .k {D40}k 
sJ 12:03 z{zj}守 z{A01}ー
n 12:03 n n 
Hsb 12:03 {Hsb} {Aa02} 
立1 12:03 百1 m 
bb.wj.fj 12:03 bb.ηr{F51} {F51} .fybbvy{F51 }{F51}fy 
gmm.k 12:03 [gmJmm.k [G28Jmmk 
bb.wj巧 12:03 bb.vy{F51} {F51} .fybbvy{F51} {F51 }fy 
12:03 
Hwc 12:04 Hvc{G37} Hvc{G37} 
s3t 12:04 s[s3J3t{G37} s[Aa17J3t{ G37} 
r 12:04 T T 
sn.nw.f 12:04 {sn}.[nwJ.f {Z012}[W24Jf 
Dd.jn.k 12:04 Dd.jn.k Ddjnk 
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r.f 12:04 r.f rf 
Xrj 12:04 [Xr]ry [T28]ry 
Hsb 12:04 {Hsb}ー {Aa02}一
立1 12:04 訂1 校1
bb.wj巧 12:04 bb.vy{F51} {F51} .fybbvy{F51} {F51 }fy 
ロ1r 12:04 [mr]mr{G37} [U23]{G37} 
12:04 /{N}/ /{D35}/ 
j勾J 12:04 [jr ]j/v.ny/.j{A01} [D04]j/vny /j{A01} 
sw 12:05 [sw]v [M23]v 
sTsw 12:05 sTzv{ A15a} {D40} sTzv{ A15a} {D40 } 
]xt 12:05 ixt{Y01}{Z02} xt{Y01}{Z02} 
q3b 12:05 q3b q3b 
)mj.tw 12:05 [jm]mi.tv [Zl1]mtv 
sS.xr.k 12:05 zS{Z09 }{D54} .xr.k zS{Z09 }{D54 }xrk 
立1 12:05 m ロ1
r 12:06 r r 
dwn 12:06 d[ wn]n{YOl} d[E34]n{Y01} 
bb.wj巧 12:06 bb.vy{F51}{F51}.fy bbvy{F51}{F51}fy 
r 12:06 r r 
xr 12:06 xr{A15} xr{A15} 
3. PAREN.ESP (with transcription and reference) 
wcb.w sxm.t 01:06: [sxm]x(m).t{Z05}&{wcb}{N35a}.v{A01}{Z03} & 
Nn 01:09: /[mn]n{G37} (/{N}n) 
Dcr.xr.k 01:19: Dc(r) {T14}{D54}.xr.k 
02:15: /n (/) 
口1) 02:20: ([mj]j) 
Dnn.t.f 03:16: (Dnn.t{D01}.f) 
mxnt! 03:18: (m) [xnt] 
bkn 03:21: bk (n) {Aa02} 
3mc.t 04:08: /c(/3)mc.t{D36} 
N 04:11: /n(/{N}) 
p3qt 04:13: p[p3]3/w(/q)t{N33}{Z02} 
sSr.tw 04:21: zS (r) .tv 
s! 05:03: (s) 
nDr.xr.k 05:06: n[Dr ]r{D36} (.xr.k) 
wt.xr.k 05:07: ({wt}t{D36}.xr.k) 
sw 05:07: ([sw]v) 
gs.f 06:05: / {r3} (/ {gs}) -.f 
scnd 07:14: s/cn/(cn)d{G37} 
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cr.t.f 08:14: /v(/)cr.t{F19}.f 
x! 10:04: /v (/) x 
Jnrw 10:05: j/w (/) /r /nrv{Z05} 
s3q.n.s 10:22: s[s3]3(q){I05}{Y01}.n.s 
!mm.k 11:18:mm (.k) 
mScq心.fj 12:05: /w(/m)Scq.ti{Z05}.fy 
snJ 12:07: s (n) y 
nSw.f 14:15: nS/m(/w) {D26}.f 
nxbx! 15:07: nxb/n (/) x 
tw3.w 15:10: (t[w3]3.v{Aa02}.{Z02}) 
dqr 16:04: dq (r) 
!nn 16:06:n/t (/n) 
吋3w 16:11: n/r (/j) [3w ]v{F40}一{Z02}
Dcr.xr.k 16:18: D/d(/cr).xr.k 
4. L.2LN (first 10 lines. Cf. Appendix B， where accompanied by P and G.) 
(01:26) Tz.v (02:1) {U39 }{Z03} 
(02:17) [Ss3.w]v(02:18) {Y01}.{Z02} 
(02:18) [wbn] [nw] (02:19) {D26} 
(02:23) 3 (02:24) js{Aa03} 
(02:24) nX (02:25) {D26}{D36}.f 
(02:3) nH [H3]3 (02:4) {Aa02} 
(02:4) [gm] (02:5) m.n.f 
(03:10) n[nH] (03:11)狂Dt{F18}{Z02}.f 
(03:12) Dnn.t (03:13) {D01}.f 
5. Outputs of FONREF.BAT (only a few fi!es) 
5.1. [w3D] 
w3D 01:22:[ w3D]{Y01} 
w3D 05:07:[ w3D] {Y01} 
w3D 06:11:[ w3D]{Y01} 
w3D 06:12:[ w3D]{Y01} 
w3D 06:20:[ w3D]{Y01} 
w3D 07:05:[ w3D] {Y01} 
w3D 07:10: [ w3D] {Y01} 
w3D 09:10: [w3D]D{Y01} 
w3D 09:17: [w3D]D{Y01} 
w3D 10:01: [w3D] 
w3D 10:07: [w3D] {Y01} 
w3D 10:11: [w3D]{YOl} 
5.2. [b3] 
wb3 
b3j 
b3j.w 
b3j 
wb3 
wb3 
b3H.f 
b3H.f 
wb3.f 
wb3.f 
b3qj 
ncb3 
02:24:[ wb3]b[b3]3{Y01} 
03:10:b[b幻3jj{N35a}
03:19:b [b3] 3j.v{N35a} 
03:19:b[b3]3j{N35a} 
06:13:[ wb3]b[b3]3{YOl} 
09:12:[ wb3]b[b3]3{Y01} 
10:16:b [b3] 3H {D53}.f 
10:20:b[b3]3H {D53}.f 
13:08:[ wb3]b[b3]3{Y01}.f 
13:09: [wb3]b[b3] 3{Y01}.f 
14:01:b[b3] 3q{M01}jj 
16:01:ncb [b3] 3 
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w3D 11:04: [w3D] {Y01} 
w3D 13:16:[w3D]D{Y01} 
w3D.t 15:18:[ w3D].t 
w3D 17:02:[w3D]D{Y01} 
6. Outputs of LOGREF.BAT (only a few files) 
6.1. {jr.t} 
jr.t.f 04:06: {jr.t}t-.f 
jr.t.f 07:14:{jr.t}t-.f 
jr.t.f 07:17:{jr.t}t-.f 
jr.tj.fj 07:19:{jr.t} {jr.t}.fi 
jr. tj.fj 07:20:{jr.t} {jr.t}.fy 
jr.tj.時 07:21:{jr.t}{jr.t} .fy 
Jr.t 07:21:{jr.t}t-
jr.tj.fj 07:23:{jr.t}{jr.t} .fy 
jr.tj.f 08:02: {jr. t }{jr. t}.fy 
jr. tj.fj 08:02:{jr.t} {jr.t}.fy 
jr.tj巧 10:15:{jr.t} {jr.t} .fy 
ncb3 16:14:ncb[b3]3 [cb3] 
6.2. {Hr} 
Hr 04:03:{Hr}一
Hr.f 04:03:{Hr }-.f 
Hr 05:02: {Hr } { G07} 
Hr.f 05:17:{Hr}ト.f
狂r.f 05:22:{Hr}…1 
Hr.f 05:22:{Hr }-.f 
Hr.f 11:02:{Hrト.f
Hr.f 11:03:{Hr}一.f
Hr.f 11:18:{ Hr }r-.f 
Hr.w.sn 16:02:{五r}ー.{Z03}.sn{Z02}
Appendix B. Sample file selected from a concordance of ESP with references (It consists of PLG.REF 
and PLG.2LN in parenthesis， arranged in Egyptian alphabetical order. The ful text amounts to 5146 
lines.) 
Phono. REF Linguistic Graphemic 
3mc.t 04:17 3mc.t{A24} 3mct{A24} 
3mc.t 04:18 3mc.t{D36} 3mct{D36} 
3mc.t 08:14 3mc.t{D36} 3mct{D36} 
3mc.t.f (08:10)3mc.t (08:11) {D36}.f 3mct{D36}f 
3mc.t.f 08:14 3mc.t{D40} .f 3mct{D40}f 
3mc.wt.f 03:17 3mc. wt {D40 } .f 3mcwt{D40 }f 
-・・・・・・・ e・・・・・・ー・.......
JnrJ 02:04 j [j]nrjj{Z05} {A24} j [A02]nrjj{Z05} {A24} 
JnrJ 03:03 j [j]nrjj{Z05 }{A02} j [A02] nrjj {Z05 } {A02} 
Jnη 08:01 j [j]nr{Z05}jj j [A02]nr{Z05 }j 
JnrJ 14:18 j [j]nr[nr]i j [A02]nr[G14] 
..........・・・ 4・・..・・・....
jSw 02:04 j [Sw]v.v{Aa02} j[H06]vv{Aa02} 
jSw.w 02:10 i[Sw]v.v{Aa03} [狂06]vv{Aa03}
jSw.w 02:13 j [Sw]v.v{Aa03} j [H06]vv{Aa03} 
jSw.w 04:06 j [Sw]v.v{F51} j [H06]vv{F51} 
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jSw.w 05:10 j [Sw]v.v{Aa03} j [H06]vv{Aa03} 
jSw.w 12:22 j[Sw]v.v j[H06]vv 
-・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・........・・・..・・・・・・・・・・・・・. 
jdr 05:06 jdr[jdr] jdr[F21] 
jdr 06:09 jdr[jdr] jdr[F21] 
jdr 08:19 jdr{V37} jdr{V37} 
jdr 09:08 jdr{V37} jdr{V37} 
jdr 09:21 jdr{V37} jdr{V37} 
jdr 16:20 jdr{V37} jdr{V37} 
jdr 05:08 jd[jdr ]{Z02}.f jd[F21]{Z02}f 
jdr.f 06:11 jdr[jdr ]{Z02}.f jdr [F21] {Z02}f 
jdr.f 08:20 jdr{V37}{Z02}.f jdr{V37}{Z02}f 
jdr.f 17:03 jdr{ V37}{ Z02}.f jdr{V37}{Z02}f 
jdr.f 17:08 jdr{V37} {Z02}.f jdr{V37}{Z02}f 
jdr.k 05:07 jd[jdr].k jd[F21]k 
jdr.k 09:10 jd[jdr].k jd[F21]k 
-・・・・・・・・・・・ー・・・・・・・・ 4・・・・・...................
cr.tj 09:04 cr.t{F19}{F19} cr叫F19}{F19}
cr土j.fj 03:06 cr.t{F51}{F51} .fy crt{F51 }{F51 }fy 
cr.tj巧 03:07 cr.t{F51}{F51} .fy crt{F51}{F51}fy 
cr.tj.fj 03:16 cr.ti {F19}.fy crt{F19}fy 
cr.tj.fj 03:18 cr.ti {F19}.fy crt{F19}fy 
cr.tj.fj 09:05 cr.t{F19 }{F19}.fi crt{F19}{F19}f 
-・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ー・・・・・・ 4・・・...幽・・・・・. 
cH3.j 02:06 {cH3}3{A24}イj} {D34}3{A24}{A01} 
c狂3.j 02:11 {cH3 }3{A24}. {j} {D34 }3{A24} {A01} 
c託3.j 03:06 {cH3 }3{D40}. {j} {D34}3{D40}{A01} 
cH3.j 08:09 {cH3 }3{D36}. {j} {D34}3{D36}{A01} 
cH3.j 09:22 {cH3 }3{D40}. {j} {D34 }3{D40} {A01} 
cH3.j 10:07 {cH3 }3{D40}. {j} {D34}3{D40} {A01} 
cH3.j 12:17 {cH3 }3{A24}. {j} {D34}3{A24 }{A01} 
cH3.j (15:14) {c詰3}3(15:15) {D36}. {j} {D34 }3{D36} {A01} 
c狂3.j 17:11 {cH3 }3{D40}. {j} {D34}3{D40 }{A01} 
-・・........................，・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ e・. 
w3D 01:22 [w3D]{Y01} [M14日Y01}
w3D 05:07 [w3D]{Y01} [M14]{Y01} 
w3D 06:11 [w3D]{Y01} [M14]{Y01} 
w3D 06:12 [w3D]{Y01} [M14] {Y01} 
w3D 06:20 [w3D]{Y01} [担14日Y01}
w3D 07:05 [w3D]{Y01} [M14]{YOl} 
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w3D 07:10 [w3D]{Y01} [M14] {Y01} 
w3D 09:10 [w3D]D{Y01} [M13]D{Y01} 
w3D 09:17 [ w3D]D{Y01} [M13]D{Y01} 
w3D 10:01 [w3D] [M13] 
w3D 10:07 [w3D] {Y01} [M13]{Y01} 
w3D 10:11 [w3D]{Y01} [M13] {YOl} 
w3D 11:04 [w3D]{Y01} [M13] {Y01} 
w3D 13:16 [w3D]D{Y01} [M13] D{ YO 1} 
w3D 17:02 [w3D]D{Y01} [M13]D{Y01} 
................・・.....
wbnw 01:12 vbn[nw]v{D26} vbn[W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 01:15 vbn[nw]v{D26} vbn[W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 02:02 [wbn] [nw] {D26} [N08] [W24日D26}
wbnw 02:03 vbn[nw]v{D26} vbn[W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 02:05 [ wbn] [nw] {D26} [N08] [W24] {D26} 
wbnw 02:11 vbn[nw]v{D26} vbn[W24]v{D26 } 
wbnw 02:12 vbn[nw]v{D26} vbn[W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 02:14 [wbn] [nw] {D26} [N08] [W24日D26}
wbnw 02:18 vbn [nw] v{ D26} vbn[W24]v{D26} 
wbnw (02:18) [wbn] [nw] (02:19) {D26} [N08] [W24] {D26} 
wbnw 03:02 vbn[nw]v{D26} vbn[W24]v{D26 } 
wbnw 03:05 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 03:09 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 03:09 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 03:12 vbn[nw]v{D26} vbn[W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 04:13 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 04:19 [wbn] [nw]v{D26}{Z02} [N08] [W24]v{D26}{Z02} 
wbnw 04:19 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 04:21 [ wbn]u{F51} [N08]{F51} 
wbnw 05:02 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 05:05 [ wbn] [nw] {D26} [N08] [W24日D26}
wbnw 05:05 [wbn] [nw] {D26} [N08] [W24日D26}
wbnw 05:06 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 05:07 [ wbn] [nw] {D26} [N08] [W24] {D26} 
wbnw 05:08 [wbn] [nw] {D26} [N08] [W24]{D26} 
wbnw 05:09 [ wbn] [nw] v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 06:07 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 06:07 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 06:08 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 06:08 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
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wbnw 06:09 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 06:13 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 07:07 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 07:07 [ wbn] [nw] v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 07:08 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 07:10 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw (07:11) [wbn] [nw]v(07:12) {D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 07:12 [wbn] [nw ]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 07:15 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 07:22 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 07:23 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [羽T24]v{D26}
wbnw (07:24) [wbn] (08:1) [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 08:03 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 08:18 v[wbn] [nw]v{D26} v[N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 08:18 vbn[nw]v{D26} vbn[W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 08:19 [wbn] [nw ]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 08:20 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 09:01 [ wbn] [nw] v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 09:06 vbn[nw]v{D26} vbn[W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 09:07 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 09:08 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 09:09 [ wbn]u{F51} [N08] {F51} 
wbnw 09:11 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 09:13 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 09:13 [wbn]u{F51} [N08] {F51} 
wbnw 09:15 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 09:18 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 09:18 [ wbn] [nw] v{ F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 09:20 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 09:21 [wbn] [nw ]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 09:21 [ wbn]u{F51} [N08] {F51} 
wbnw 10:02 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 10:03 [wbn]u [N08] 
wbnw 10:04 [ wbn]u{F51} [N08] {F51} 
wbnw 10:05 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 10:06 [ wbn] [nw] v{ F51 } [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 12:15 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 12:15 vbn [nw] v{ D26} vbn[W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 12:17 [wb吋u [N08] 
wbnw 12:19 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
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wbnw 12:21 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:08 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:09 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:12 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw (13:12) [wbn] [nw]v(13:13) {D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:14 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:18 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:18 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:19 [ wbn] [nw] v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:19 [wbn] [nw] {F51} [N08] [W24] {F51} 
wbnw 13:20 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:21 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 13:22 [ wbn] [nw] v{ F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 14:01 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 14:03 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 14:05 [ wbn][nw ] v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 14:08 [wbn] [nw] v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 14:08 [ wbn] [nw] v{ F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 14:10 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 15:07 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 15:08 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 16:07 [wbn]u{F51} [N08] {F51} 
wbnw 16:08 [ wbn] [nw] v{ F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 16:16 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 16:17 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 17:01 [wbn] [nw]v{F51}{Z02} [N08] [W24]v{F51}{Z02} 
wbnw 17:03 [ wbn] [nw] v{ F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 17:05 [wbn] [nw]v{F5l} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 17:07 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 17:07 [ wbn] [nw] v{ D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 17:08 [wbn] [nw]v{D26} [N08] [W24]v{D26} 
wbnw 17:10 [ wbn] [nw] v{ F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw 17:12 [wbn] [nw]v{F51} [N08] [W24]v{F51} 
wbnw.f 01:01 vbn[nw]v{D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 01:10 vbn[nw]v{D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 01:16 vbn[nw]v{D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 01:19 vbn[nw ]v{D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 01:22 vbn[nw]v{D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 02:03 vbn[nw]v{F51}.f vbn[W24]v{F51}f 
wbnw.f 02:12 [wbn] [nw] {D26}.f [N08] [W24] {D26}f 
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wbnw.f 02:17 [wbn] [nw]v{F51}{Z02}.f [N08] [W24]v{F51}{Z02}f 
wbnw.f 02:19 [ wbn] [nw] {D26}.f [N08] [W24] {D26}f 
wbnw.f 02:22 [ wbn] [nw] {D26}.f [N08] [W24] {D26}f 
wbnw.f 03:02 vbn[nw]v{D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 04:06 [wbn] [nw] {F51}.f [N08] [W24] {F51}f 
wbnw.f 04:20 [ wbn] [nw] {D26}.f [N08] [W24] {D26}f 
wbnw.f 05:06 vbn[nw]v{D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 06:13 [wbn] [nw]v{D26}.f [N08] [W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 07:08 vbn[nw]v{D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 07:13 [wbn] [nw]v{F51}.f [N08] [W24]v{F51}f 
wbnw.f 07:15 vbn [nw] v{ D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 08:21 vbn[nw]v{D26}.f vbn[W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 09:07 [ wbn] [nw] v{D26}.f [N08] [W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 09:12 [wbn] [nw]v{F51}.f [N08] [W24]v{F51}f 
wbnw.f 09:14 [ wbn]u{F51}.f [N08] {F51}f 
wbnw.f 10:03 [ wbn] [nw] v{D26}.f [N08] [W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 12:20 [wbn] [nw]v{D26}.f [N08] [W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 13:09 [wbn] [nw]v{D26}.f [N08] [W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 14:12 [ wbn] [nw] v{ F51}.f [N08] [W24]v{F51}f 
wbnw.f 14:12 [wbn]u{F51}.f [N08]{F51}f 
wbnw.f 14:15 [wbn] [nw ]v{F51}.f [N08] [W24]v{F51}f 
wbnw.f 14:16 [ wbn] [nw] v{D26}.f [N08] [W24]v{D26}f 
wbnw.f 16:18 [wbn] [nw]v{F51}.f [N08] [W24]v{F51}f 
wbnw.f 16:19 [wbn] [nw]v{F51}.f [N08] [W24]v{F51}f 
wbnw.f 17:09 [wbn] [nw]v{F51}.f [N08] [W24]v{F51}f 
wbnw.f 17:14 [wbn] [nw]v{F51}.f [N08] [W24]v{F51}f 
-・.ー・.....，量...............
mrH.t 01:03 [mr ]rH.t{W24}{Z03} [U07]rHt{W24}{Z03} 
mrH.t 01:23 [mr]rH.t{W22} [U07]rHt{W22} 
mrH.t 02:08 {mrH.t}{Z03} {WOl}{Z03} 
mr註.t 02:23 [mr]rH.t{W24}{Z02} [U07]rHt{W24}{Z02} 
mr註.t 03:08 {mrH.t}t{Z02} {W01}t{Z02} 
mrH.t 04:20 {mrH.t}t{Z02} {W01}t{Z02} 
mrH.t 05:04 {mrH.t}t{Z02} {WOl}t{Z02} 
mrH.t 05:08 [mr ]rH.t{W24}{Z03} [U07]rHt{W24}{Z03} 
mrH.t 05:12 [mr]rH.t{W22日Z03} [U07] rHt{W22} {Z03} 
mrH.t 05:13 [mr ]rH.t{W22}{Z03} [U07]rHt{W22}{Z03} 
mrH.t 05:19 [mr]rH.t{W22}{Z03} [U07]r註t{羽T22}{Z03}
mrH.t 05:20 [mr ]rH.t{W22}{Z03} [U07]rHt{W22}{Z03} 
mrH.t 06:12 [mr]rH.t{W22}{Z03} [U07]rHt{W22 }{Z03} 
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mrH.t 06:17 [mr]rH.t{W22日Z03} [U07]rHt{W22 }{Z03} 
mrH.t 06:21 {mrH.t}t{N333} {W01}t{N333} 
mrH.t 07:06 [mr]rH.t{W22} [U07]rHt{W22} 
mrH.t 07:11 {mrH.t}t{N333} {W01}t{N333} 
mrH.t 07:19 {mrH.t}t{N333} {W01}t{N333} 
mr狂.t 08:05 {mrH.t}t{N333} {W01}t{N333} 
mr五.t 08:22 {mrH.t}t{Z02} {W01}t{Z02} 
mrH.t 09:10 {mr H.t}t{Z02} {W01}t{Z02} 
mrH.t 09:17 {mr H.t}t{Z02} {W01}t{Z02} 
mrH.t 10:01 {mr H.t}t{Z02} {W01}t{Z02} 
mrH.t 11:05 {mr H.t}t{Z02} {W01 }t{Z02} 
mrH.t 11:20 {mrH.t}t{Z02} {W01 }t{Z02} 
mrH.t 12:18 {mrH.t}t{N333} {W01}t{N333} 
mrH.t 13:16 {mrH.t}t{Z02} {W01 }t{Z02} 
mrH.t 16:11 [mr ]rH.t{W24}{Z02} [U07]rHt{W24 }{Z02} 
mrH.t 17:04 {mr五.t}t{Z02} {W01}t{Z02} 
mrH.t 17:14 {mr託.t}t{Z02} {W01}t{Z02} 
-・・....................
spr 07:12 [spr]r{D54} [F42]r{D54} 
spr.f 02:07 zpr [spr] {D54}.f zpr[F42] {D54}f 
spr.f 02:10 zpr{D54}.f zpr{D54}f 
spr.f 02:23 [spr]{D54}.f [F42] {D54}f 
spr.f 03:08 [spr]r{D54}.f [F42] r{D54}f 
spr.f 03:15 [spr ]{D54}.f [F42] {D54}f 
spr.f 04:09 [spr ]{D54}.f [F42] {D54}f 
spr.f 08:09 [spr]r{D54}.f [F42]r{D54}f 
spr.f 12:19 [spr ]{D54}.f [F42]{D54}f 
..........晶 4・・・・・........
srwx (13:7) s (13:8) rvx{Y01} srvx{Y01} 
srwx 16:07 srvx{Y01} srvx{Y01} 
srwx.f 02:07 srvx{D36} .f srvx{D36}f 
srwx.f 03:15 srvx{Y01} .f srvx{Y01}f 
srwx.f 04:09 srvx{Y01} .f srvx{Y01}f 
srwx.f 06:20 srvx{Y01} .f srvx{Y01}f 
srwx.k 01:03 srvx{D36}.k srvx{D36}k 
srwx.k 05:08 srvx{YOl}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 05:13 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 05:20 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 06:17 {srwx}.k {D40}k 
srwx.k 06:21 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
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srwx.k 07:06 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 07:11 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{YOl}k 
srwx.k 07:19 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01ほ
srwx.k 08:21 {srwx}.k {D42}k 
srwx.k 09:10 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 09:17 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 10:01 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 10:11 srvx{Y01} .k srvx{YOl}k 
srwx.k 11:06 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 11:20 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 12:08 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 12:14 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 12:18 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 13:02 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 13:07 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{YOl}k 
srwx.k 13:16 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
srwx.k 14:07 {srwx}.k {D36}k 
srwx.k 14:20 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{YOl}k 
srwx.k 15:03 srvx{Y01}.k srvx{Y01}k 
Appendix C. Lists of phonograms and logograms 
1. Usage of al the graphemes except uniconsonantal signs and determinatives， arranged according to 
the code. At the same time， the list shows the graphemes with many values. 
A01 {zj}，{j} G28 [gmJ S34 [cnxJ 
A02 [jJ G29 [b3J S40 [w3bJ 
A17 {Xrd} G35 [cqJ S42 [cb3]， [sxmJ 
A47 [z3wJ G36 [wrJ S43 [mdJ 
A59 {sHr} G39 {z3}， [z3J T03 [HDJ 
D01 {tp}， [tpJ G40 [p3J T11 [swnJ 
D02 {Hr}，[HrJ G41 {bjt} T12 [rwDJ 
D04 {jr.t}， [jr J G47 [T3J T14 {mnj.t}， [cw J 
D12 {jr.t} 廷06 {Sw.t}，[SwJ T19 {qs}， [qsJ 
D19 {Sr.t}，{fnd} I01 [cS3J T21 [wcJ 
D21 {r3}， [r3J I06 [kmJ T25 [Db&3J 
D28 [k3J KOl [jnJ T28 [XrJ 
D34 {cH3} K04 [X3J T32 [sSmJ 
D35 {N}，{jwt} K06 [x3cJ T35 [nmJ 
D36 {c}， {srwx}， {dj}， [djJ LOl [xprJ UOl [m&3J 
D37 {dj} L02 {bjt} U02+GOl [m3J 
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D40 {srwx}， {x3j} M02 [HnJ U07 [mrJ 
D41 {qcH} ，[njw J M03 {x.t}，[xtJ U13 [prtJ 
D42 {srwx} M08 [S3J U15 [tmJ 
D42W10 {nD} M12 [x3J U19 [[nwJJ 
D46 {Dr.t} M13 [w3DJ U22 [mnxJ 
D50 {Dbc} M14 [w3DJ U23 [3bJ， [mr J 
D52 [mt] 抗日 [H3J U26 [wb3] 
D53 {b3H}，{bnwt} M18 {j"j} U29 {D3}，[D3J 
D56 {rd}，{thm} M22a [nnJ U33 [tJ， [叫
D60 {wcb} M23 [sw] U35 [xsf] 
D61 {s3H} M29 [nDmJ U39 {Tz} 
E01 {k3} M36 [Dr] V02 [st3] 
E09 [jw] N05 {rc}，{hrw} V04 [w3] 
E17 [z3b] N08 [wbnJ V06 [Ss]， [gJ 
E34 [wn] N12 {wcH} V07 [SnJ 
F04 [H3tJ N16 { t3} V15 {jT} 
F05 [Ss3.wJ N26 [Dw] V21 [mDJ 
F06 [Ss3.w] N31 [w3J V23 [mHJ 
F13 {wp.t}，[wp] N34 {Hmt} V27 [cdJ 
F19 {cr.t}， {wgj.t} N35a {mw} V29 [w3H]，[sk] 
F20 [nsJ N40 {Sm} V30 [nbJ 
F21 {msDr}， [jdr J， [sDmJ， N42 [Hm] W01 {mrH.t} 
[DrDJ 001 [prJ W15 {qbb} 
F22 {pH}，[pHJ 028 {jwnw} W18 [xntJ 
F26 [XnJ 029 [c3J W19 [mjJ 
F29 [stJ 042 [SsPJ W24 [nwJ 
F30 [SdJ 050 [zPJ W25 {jn} 
F31 [msJ P04 [wHcJ Y05 [mnJ 
F32 {X.t} P05 {T3w} Z012 {sn} 
F34 {jb} P06 [cHcJ Z013 {xmt} 
F35 [nfrJ Q01 {z.t}，[wsJ Z09 {sw3j} 
F36 {zm3} Q07 {psj}， {srf} Z11 [jmJ 
F40 [3wJ R06 {k3p} Aa02 {Hsb}，{wt} 
F42 [sprJ R08 {nTr}， [ntr J Aa11 [m3cJ 
F48 [dbnJ ， [pXr J R14 {wnm} Aa13 {gs} 
G04 [tjwJ R15 {j3b} Aa17 [s3J 
G05 {Hr} R25? [nSwJ Aa18 {s3} 
G14 [nrJ S17 [THnJ Aa20 [cprJ 
G20a [mJ S20 [xtmJ Aa21 [wDcJ 
G21 [n五] S24 {Tz}，[Tz]，[cdJ Aa23 [mDdJ 
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G22 
G25 
[Db] 
[3x] 
2. Homographs 
S28 
S33 
{狂bs}
[tbt] 
Aa27 
Aa28 
[nD] 
[qd] 
2.1. Graphemes with more than one phonographic usage. When distinguishable by the context， itis 
marked. 
F21 jd(r) [jdr]，[sDm]m，[DrD] U23 [3b]b，[mr]mr 
F48 [pXr]r，[dbn]n U33 [t]， [tj]j 
S24 [cd]d，[Tz]z V06 [Ss]z，[g] 
S42 [cb3]，[sxm]x 
2.2. Graphemes with more than one logographic usage. When distinguishable by the context， itis 
marked. 
AOl {zjト，{j} D56 {rd}-， {thm} 
D19 {fnd}…;{Sr.t}，{Sr.t}…，{Sr.t}t- F19 {cr.t}t-， {wgj.t} 
D35 {N}，{jwt}t N05 {rc}，{hrw} 
D36 {c}一，{srwx}， {dj} Q07 {psj}， {srf} 
D40 {x3j}， {srwx} Aa02 {Hsb}一，{wt}t
D53 {b3H};{bnwt}t， {bnwt} [nw]t 
3. The graphemes with phonological values， not registered in Gardiner's list (=G) 
A02 [j] ;cf.G. chap.258 N34 {Hmt};G. doubts 
A47 [z3w] P04 [wHc] 
A59 {sHr} Q07 {psj};G. as DET. 
D04 =D12:{jr.t} S20 [xtm] 
D12 {jr.t} S24 [cd] 
D35 jm{D35} S28 {Hbs} 
D36 {srwx} =D40，D42 T14 {mnj.t}，[cw] 
D40 {x3j }，{srwx} = D36，D42 T19 { qs} 
D41 {qcH} UOl [3m] 
D42 {nD}， {srwx} = D36，D40 U02 十GOl:[m3]
D53 {bnwt} U23 with G37:[mr] 
D56 {thm} V15 [t] 
E17 [z3b] WOl {mrH.t} 
F19 {wgj.t} W15 {qbb} 
F21 [jdr] Z09 {sw3j} 
G41 {bjt} Zl1 [jm] 
N12 {wcH} Aa02 {Hsb，wt} 
N31 [w3] 
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4. The graphemes with phonological values， not found in Schenkel's list (S.45f.) 
A02 [jJ N12 {wcH} 
D12 {jr.t} N31 [w3J 
D40 {x3j}， {srwx} 
D42 {nD}，{srwx} 
D52 [mtJ 
D53 {b3H}，{bnwt} 
E01 {k3} 
N34 
Q01 
Q07 
R25? 
S33 
{Hmt} 
[wsJ 
{psj} ， { srf}
[nSwJ 
[tbtJ 
F06 [Ss3.wJ 
G41 {bjt} 
T14 
W15 
{mnj.t}， [cwJ 
{qbb} 
K06 [x3cJ 
N.B.: The following graphemes have differences of weak consonants. 
ESP Schenkel ESP Schenkel 
G04 tjw tw 028 Jwnw Jwn 
G05 Hr Hrw S24 Tz T3z 
N05 hrw hrww S43 md mdw 
N05 τc rcw 209 sw3j sw3 
Appendix D. Determinatives whose usages are not found in Gardiner (= G) 's list. 
A01 mn 'who' 
A02 
A07 
A14a 
A24 
A27 
C07 
D03 
3ht，3hd，jnrj，jS，Hk3，mdw，mdt， (n)hd，njs，nD，stp，sdj 
nnw，nnj，Hmsj.t，gmw，dgmj 
Sm3j A15a sT(3)sw 
3mcムjnrj，jTj，cH3，wt，wdj，wd託，nD，nDr，x3，xsf(j) ，s3w，sqr，sk 
~ Aa ~~ 
jh(with S12) D01 whnn，mH3，sfx，Dnn.t 
jnH D04 Ssm， Trm，dg3，dgmj 
D05 dgmj D20 msd.t，x3s 
D24 sp.t;cf.{spt} (G) 
D26 jsdb， w3b， wbnw，pgj ，fd，mndムnX，nSw，s3t，sp，snf，sdb，txb，dSr
D35 jmj 
D36 3mcムjTj，cH3，wcf，wn，w五c，wt，bnwt，mr，m耳，nft，nHm.t，nxt，nX，nsr ，nDr ，x3. t，srwx，sk ，Ssp， 
Sdj， k3p， gs3， Ts， dj， dmj， dr， Dnb 
D40 
D41 
D53 
D54 
D54a 
D56 
3mc. t，jqdw，cH3， wt，f3j ，nfnfn，ng3，五mtj，sfr，sqr，sTsw，Ssp，Sdj，Ts
wnmj，X3b，sqr，qcH D52 wsSt 
bnwt，mwjt，mns3ぷw
j，jwd，cq， wDf，prj ，pXr ，m xt，m3c，ns，h33，H3H3，scq，sw3j ，spr ，sS，st3，dwn，Dcr ，Dfj 
sxd D55 nnm 
pds，or phon.det. [pdsJ (G) D57 j3t，cf.j3T (G) 
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E15 sdj F04 gwS 
F10 xcm， Sbb F19 wgj.t 
F27 jnm，nj3w，ntnt，Hnt3 F37 ft 
F51 jnct，jSw，crムwbnw，bb，bbjt，bqsw，psd，m3c，mndムHwn，Hm3jt，Hnt3，Hnw，Htjt，HTTt，xcm，sm3， 
S3S3t，SwムSbb，Snbt，q3bt，gm3，gnjムdpムDr
G01 wDf 
G37 jwtj/w，jh，wrd，fw，mn，nkt，H wC，s3t (j) ，scnd，Srj，qsn，dH 
G41 wDf H08 p3jst，Hm3 
103 
M01 
M03 
N01 
npw 
cS，b3qj，Sndムtmsムtrt
mD3.t，s3x 
Hri/w.cf.G: rHri.Hrw l :Xkr 
114 cncr.t，bt 
M02 Hnj t3，S3s 
M44 cHc 
N05 3t，wSr，sHD，sSrt 
N08 sSr N21 sd，tj3 
N23 3Ht，Xrw，s3tw N31 sHr 
N33(3) jrtjw，cd，w3Dw，wcH，wnSj，wrm，wSbt，p3q.t，pj，prt，pXrムns_ S3，ntrt，廷m3t_mHt，Hnj_t3，sp，sXt， 
Spnn，Ss，qrムqsntj，tp3，tmsムtmt，tmwt， thm， THnt，d3b，dbn，dSr ，D3rt，DrD. w _ nht
N35a jwH，wcb，b3j，mj，hrp，sXbw， (s)qbb，q3b 
001 mk3，Xnw 
030a (j) sdb，cf.G. [sdb] 
Q07 nbjbj，S3m，Smm，qfn 
S28 mr，T3m 
U09 jpt 
U37 mScq.t;cf.G.Xcq 
006 
039 
S12 
mk3，Stj.t 
jr(j)rw，cd，bD3 
jh 
T30 jsp，kf.t，scr，sqr 
U33 sHm 
V01 3 (j(r) ，c3t，w3ムwcf，wHc，mr，nfnfn，nft，Htr，swS，sS，dwn
V06 3 V12 wnx，sS，d3b 
V33 qrf V37 jdr;cf.G. as LOG. 
W15 q3b，sqbb W22 cd，bjt，mrHムmhwj，Hnw
W23 mns3 W24 jqdw，jrtjw，bjt，mrHム(s)qd 
Y01 jp，jr，jxt，cpr，cd，w3D，w3H，wb3，wsx，wD3，wDc，b3H，mjtt，mn，mnxjw，mkt，mtr，ncc，nfrj.t，nDm， 
rwD，h3w，Xn，s3q，srwx， (s)qd，stwt，Ss3. w，q3m，qd，km， twt， tms， T3w，dwn，dmj ，D3b 
ZOlx3 mnj.t Z02 nHDムcf.G:HD;s3H
Z03 cHc，Ts Z09 jsdb，pSn，ngg，sS，sd，txb， (nxbxb) 
Aa02 jSw，bnwt，bkn，ncS，nH3，nSw，ntj，rjt，x3c，st.t，tw3，txb，D3w 
Aa03 3js，jSw，bnf，bnwt，nH3，rjt，Hm3tj，snf，txb 
Aa08 cDnt 
Appendix E. Variant spellings with counting. (First 76 lines) 
1 
1 
/{D35}/ 
/{F34}…/ 
2 
2 
jwH 
jwSwj 
[E09]vH {N35a} 
jv[H06]vjj 
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1 
{D35 }ty{ G37} 
{D35}tv{G37} 
[E09]vd{D54} 
{F34}イ
jp{Y01} 
Jpv 
Jpn 
jpt{U09} 
jptf 
Jm 
jmf 
Jms 
j [U02] 3{M01} {Z03} 
jm{D35} 
jm{D35}k 
[Z11Jmy 
[Z11]mt 
[Z11J mt{N18 }{Z02}f 
[Z11]mtv 
[Z11]mytv 
[Z11]mv 
[Z11]mv{Z02} 
j [W19]rv{039}{Z02} 
j [U07] rv{ 039} {Z02} 
Jn 
{W25}nt 
j [K01] nct{ F51}f 
[T35]m{F27} 
j [K01]n[T35]m{F27} 
j [K01]n[T35]m{F27}一
j [K01]n[T35]m{F27}sn{Z02} 
j [A02]nr[G14] 
j [A02]nrjj{Z05}{A02} 
j [A02]nrjj{Z05}{A24} 
j [A02]nr{Z05 }j 
日A02]nr[G14]v
j [K01]nH {D03}f 
????????
????
?
????????
? ???? ?? ? ?
? ? ? ? ?
?? ?
? ?
???
? ? ? ?
????
?
12 
11 
2 
1 
1 
1 
7 
2 
5 
l 
l 
1 
1 
2 
7 
3 
2 
2 
l 
l 
3 
l 
4 
7 
2 
l 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
5 
2 
1 
l 
l 
3vy{V01}{V01} 
vy{V06}{V06} 
3jvy{V01}{V01} 
3jv{V01}{V01} 
3jrvy{V01 }{V01} 
3js{Aa03} 
3js{Aa03}f 
3js{Aa03} {Z02}f 
3js{Aa03 }{Z03} 
[U23]bnf 
3mc{ GOO }{JOO} 
3mct{A24} 
3mct{D36} 
3mc.t.f 3mct{D36}f 
3mc.t.f 3mct{D40}f 
3mc.wt.f3mcwt{D40 }f 
3mcw.tj 3mcvty 
3h/3/t{A02 } 
3ht{A02} 
3hd{A02}s 
3Ht{N23}{Z03} 
[G25Jxt{G07} 
3t{Z05}{N05}一
{R15}b{D41} 
j3t{D57} 
{M18}jt{D54} 
jc{N35a} 
JV 
jv{A01} 
jvf 
JVs 
jvsn{Z03} 
jvf{F51 }{Z02} 
jvf{F51}{Z02}f 
jvf{F51}{Z03} 
{028}ー
3.wj 
3.wj 
3j.wj 
3j.wj 
3jr.wj 
3js 
3js.f 
3js.f 
3js 
3b.n.f 
3mc.t 
3mc.t 
Jw.sn 
jwf 
jwf.f 
jwf 
Jwnw 
3hd.s 
3mc 
3t 
j3bj 
j3t 
j.t 
JC 
JW 
JW.J 
jw.f 
JW.s 
3Ht 
3xt 
3ht 
3ht 
26 
14 
2 
2 
2 
5 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
l 
l 
2 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
l 
5 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
34 
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Appendix F. Batch files and SED scripts used in this study (arranged in alphabetical order) 
A. Batch files 
5 
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N.B.: Be careful not to delete your files when you run the batch files below， because they contain 
several lines of the command: DEL(ete). 
1. 2LINES.BA T 
ECHO OFF 
CLS 
IF "%1"= ="" GOTO? 
grep -n -e C'￥x20]$ -e -[下x20] -ev EOF %1 I sed 
s/ -￥(. *￥) :￥(C'￥x20担:]*￥) .キ[￥x20]￥([写x20]*￥)$/(￥1)自警t￥t(￥1)￥3/g>tmp 
sed -gf lline.sed tmp I sed s/￥t￥t/￥n/g I sed sf(.キ)$//g >tmp1 
sed s/)￥(.*￥) (.* :￥([0-9] *)￥)/￥x2F￥2￥t￥1!/ g tmp1 I sed -e s/:￥([0…9]￥x2f￥) /:0￥l/g I sort 
I uniq > L.2LN 
DEL TMP? 
GOTO END 
??
?， ， 、 、?、
?
??、?? ?????? ??????
?
?
??
2. DET.BA T (first 10 lines) 
grep {A01} PL.REF I sort I uniq…c >A01 
grep {A02} PL.REF I sort I uniq -c > A02 
grep {A07} PL.REF I sort I uniq -c > A07 
grep {A09} PL.REF I sort I uniq -c > A09 
grep {A14a} PL.REF I sort I uniq -c > A14A 
grep {A14} PL.REF I sort I uniq -c > A14 
grep {A15a} PL.REF I sort I uniq -c > A15A 
grep {A15} PL.REF I sort I uniq -c > A15 
grep {A24} PL.REF I sort I uniq -c > A24 
grep {A27} PL.REF I sort I uniq…c >A27 
N.B.: This is a version of DET.LST， output of the command below， which is also a version of the 
command used to output LOG.LST (see section 4.3. (1) B). The file (PL.REF) sorted by DET.BA T is 
composed of P.1X1 and L.REF. 
sed s/￥({n{]ネ}￥)/￥n￥l￥n/gL.TXT I grep { I grep {[A…Z]a吋0-9][0-9]a*3*} I sort I uniq 
3. FONREF.BA T (first 10 lines) 
grep￥[3b] PL.REF >work￥3b 
grep￥[3w] PL.REF > work￥3w 
grep￥[3x] PL.REF >work￥3x 
grep￥[D3] PL.REF >work￥dd3 
4. LOGREF.BAT (first 10 lines) 
grep {D3} PL.REF > work￥dd3 
grep {Dbc} PL.REF >work￥ddbc 
grep {Dr.t} PL.REF >work￥ddrt 
grep {Hbs} PL.REF >work￥hhbs 
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grep￥[Db.3] PL.REF >work￥ddb&3 
grep￥[Db] PL.REF >work￥ddb 
grep￥[DrD] PL.REF >work￥ddrdd 
grep￥[Dr] PL.REF >work￥ddr 
grep￥[Dw] PL.REF > work￥ddw 
grep￥[H3] PL.REF >work￥hh3 
grep {Hmt} PL.REF >work￥hhmt 
grep {日け PL.REF> work￥hhr 
grep {Hsb} PL.REF >work￥hhsb 
grep {N} PL.REF >work￥nn 
grep {Sm} PL.REF > work￥ssm 
grep {Sr.t} PL.REF >work￥ssrt 
5. PLG.BAT 
ECHO OFF 
CLS 
IF "%1"= = "next" GOTO NEXT 
IF "%1"= ="on" GOTO ON 
IF "%1"= ='' GOTO? 
:LOOP 
IF "%1" = = "GOTO P 
grep -n . %1 I sed -gf toOl.sed I sed -gf ast.sed I sed -gf ref.sed I grep -vf vf.scr > > L.REF 
SHIFT 
GOTO LOOP 
:P 
sed sr. *:/ /g L.REF I sed -gf 12p.sed I sed s/$/￥t/g >P.IXl 
ECHO Prepare PL.REF (P.lXl + L.REF) for MKL2GSED.BA T， and make L2G.SED with them. 
ECHO Input "on" to continue. 
PAUSE 
:ON 
sed sr. *:/ / g L.REF I sed -gf 12g.sed I sed sr /￥x3a/g >G.IXl 
EC豆oMake PLG.REF (PL.REF十G.IX1).
ECHO Input "next" to continue. 
PAUSE 
:NEXT 
sed -e s/:ブ:/:/g-e sr￥t.叩// g PLG.REF > PG.REF 
sed s/￥t. *:/￥t￥t/g PG.REF > PG.IXl 
sort PG.lXl I uniq -c > PG.C 
sort十1PG.IXl I uniq -c >GP.C 
DEL FON*.* 
DEL LOG*ア
DEL*.lXl 
GOTO END 
???????
??
? ? ??
?????????
?
?
? ?
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6. MKL2G.BA T (This file outputs pre-files of nO.2 through no.4.) 
ECHO OFF 
CLS 
IF "%1"ヱ口""GOTO? 
sed s/￥(￥[￥[刊写x5d￥x5b]*￥x5d*私 5d￥)/lfn￥1￥n/g%1.TXT I grep￥[ I sort I uniq > FON .LST 
sed s/￥( { [守口つ￥)/￥n￥1￥n/g%1.TXT I grep { I grep -v {[A-Z]ピ[O-9][O-9]a*3*}I sort I uniq > 
LOG.LST 
MDWORK 
sed…gf mk12g1.sed FON.LST I sed s/￥￥￥([DHSTX]￥)/￥￥担￥l/g> FONREF.BAT 
sed -gf mk12g2.sed LOG.LST I sed s/￥￥￥([DHSTX]￥)/￥￥￥1￥l/g >LOGREF.BAT 
sed s~x5b￥ (C\fx5d] 呼) ~x5d$/s~x2f￥割引]￥x2f[]￥x2f/g FON.LST > FON.L2G 
sed sr{￥(C}]呼)}$/s事x2f{寺町}琴x2f{}￥x2f/gLOG.LST >LOG.L2G 
EC耳oArrange FONREF.BA T and LOGREF.BAT， and run them on PL.REF to get L2G.SED. 
EC狂oGet the codes referring to outputs of the batch files above in￥WORK. 
GOTO END 
.? 
ECHO Input filename. 
:END 
N.B.: The files nO.5 and 6 are not yet tested thoroughly with ESP， but have reached the successful end 
with Shipwrecked Sailor. 
B. SED and GREP scripts 
1. 1LINE.SED 
:loop 
$p 
N 
s/￥n// 
b loop 
N .B.: 11ine.sed is an adaptation of ONELINE in Fukuzaki，T. and Yamada，S. (1988) MS…DOSwo 
256bai tukau tameno hon (A Book to Use MS-DOS Software Tools Multiplying 256 Times)， Vo1.3， 
Tokyo， p.244. 
2. AST.SED 
:loop 
s/[ (寸前向x20)>]匂)[￥x20到/<￥ド/
t loop 
s/￥*j* / 
s/[>)]/*/ 
38 
s/[ (<J/ / 
3. FON.L2G (first 10 lines) 
s/￥[3bJ/[U23J/ 
s/￥[3w J/[F40J/ 
s/￥[3xJ/[G25J/ 
s/琴[D3J/ [U29J / 
s/￥[Db&3J/[T25J/ 
s/￥[DbJ/[G22J/ 
s/￥[DrDJ/[F21J/ 
s/￥[Dr J / [M36J / 
s/￥[DwJ/[N26J/ 
s/￥[H3J/[M16J/ 
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4. LOG.L2G (first 10 lines) 
s/ {D3} / {U29}/ 
s/{Dbc}/{D50}/ 
s/ {Dr.t} / {D46} / 
s/{狂bs}/{S28} / 
s/{註mt}/{N34}/
s/{狂r}{G07} / {G05} {G07} / 
s/ {Hr} /{D02} / 
s/{旺sb}/{Aa02}/
s/ {N} / {D35} / 
s/ {Sm} /{N40} / 
5. L2G.SED (composed of nO.3 FON.L2G and no.4 LOG.L2G， selected 30 lines) 
s/￥[3bJ/[U23J/ s/￥[nHJ/[G21J/ s/ {Hr}{ G07} / {G05}{ G07}/ 
s/￥[3w J/[F40J/ s/￥[nSw J / [R25?J / s/{Hsb}/{Aa02}/ 
s/￥[3xJ/[G25J/ s/￥[nbJ/[V30J/ s/ {N} / {D35} / 
s/￥[D3J/[U29J/ s/￥[nfr J / [F35J / s/{Sm} / {N40} / 
s/￥[Db&3J/[T25J/ s/ミe[njuJ/[D41J/ s/ {Sr.t} / {Dl9} / 
s/￥[DbJ/[G22J/ s/￥[nmJ / [T35J / s/{Sw.t}/{H06}/ 
s/￥[DrDJ/[F21J/ s/￥[nnJ/[M22aJ/ s/ {T3w} / {P05} / 
s/￥[DrJ/[M36J/ s/￥[nrJ/[G14J/ s/{Tz}￥x2d/{S24}ー/
s/￥[Dw J / [N26J / s/￥・ [nsJ / [F20J / s/{Tz} / {U39} / 
s/￥[H3J/[祝日J/ s/￥[ntr J / [R08J / s/ {Xrd} / {A17} / 
N.B.: The original script has been folded in 3 columns to save spaces. 
6. L2P.SED 
s/!Fx2F [~x20 J呼 x2F//
s/[!O書%十一J/
s/jj/y/ 
y /'iuvyz/3jwwjs/ 
s/￥ (~x20J 呼)&￥([予x20J 哩)&/￥2￥1/
s/￥(.￥)&￥(.￥)/￥2￥1/ 
#e 
# def c 3jcwbpfmnrhHxXzsSqkgtTdD￥x2E 
非defb￥x5B￥x7B 
非defd￥x5D￥x7D 
s/￥. {ZO[23J a*} /.w/ 
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s/￥.{...3}/.w/ 
s/￥ (@b[~x20] 本@時)￥1￥1/￥1.w/
s/￥(@b[半x20]*@d￥)￥1￥([写x2Eq_fx20]呼)/￥1￥2.wj/
#e 
書defb￥x5B￥x5D￥x7B￥x7D 
s/￥(@c@c.￥)@b￥1/￥1/ 
s/￥(@c@c本￥)@b￥1/￥1/
s/￥(@c￥)@b@b琴1/￥1/
s/￥(@c呼)￥([下x20]呼)@b@b￥l@b￥2/￥l￥2/
s/"// 
s/[A-Z]ピ[0-9][0-9]aワ*//
s/[￥x5B￥x5D{}]/ / 
s/￥(￥.wj*￥)￥1*/￥1/ 
s/￥.[wt]j*￥. [wt]j/.tj/ 
s/￥. [wt]j￥心ネ/.tj/
s/￥.w串t￥.wt本/.wt/
s/￥.wド￥.w*t/.wt/
7. MKL2G1.SED 
sNx5出([￥x5d]呼)￥x5d$/grep￥x20￥￥[￥1]￥x20PL.REF￥x20q_fx3eWORK特記/
8. MKL2G2.SED 
sr{￥(了}]呼)}$/grep￥x20{抗}q_fx20PL.REF￥x20￥x3eWORK￥￥￥1/
9. REF.SED 
非e
者defs￥x20 
者defc下x20
s/￥(@s@c@c*￥)$/￥1!/ 
s/:￥(@c￥) /:!￥1/ 
:loop 
sr￥([0-9][0-9]*:￥)@ピ￥(@c@c句)@s/￥1￥2￥n￥1/ 
t loop 
10. TOO1.SED 
s/可([0-9]:￥) /0￥1/ 
11. VF.SCR 
本
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要旨
エジプト聖刻文学資料を言語学的に研・究するためのコンピューターによる処理方式として，幾つかのシ
ステムが提案されている。本稿は，その代表的システムとして Winand，Schenkel， the Manualを検討
した後，パソコンによる処理を可能にする翻字様式と，翻字された文書を自動転写するための一方式を提
案した。本方式の狙いは，関 1に示したとおり，文字論・文法論等の目的に応じて多撞のファイルを自動
的に生成できる体系を構築することにある。本方式によれば，翻字文書から転写文書への自動生成が可能
であり，用字法研究のためのコンコーダンスの作成もほぼ自動化できる。
〔本稿の一部は.rエジプト聖刻文学資料の情報処理jと題し，共同研究「アジア・アフリカ言語資料の情
報処理と辞典編纂jの一部として.1996年7月6日東京外国語大学アジア・アフリカ言語文化研究所にお
いて，聖刻文字資料および先行研究に関する資料を増補して発表した。当日，御意見や御教訴を下さった
方々に対し感謝の意を表したい。]
